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Journal aims and vision

The Journal of Spirituality, Leadership and Management is an electronic publication which explores the
theoretical and applied elements underpinning the relationships between spirituality, leadership, and
management. The spiritual element is not necessarily connected to any of the world religions but occurs
independently as an expression of humanity. Spirituality is a quality that stands alongside the emotional,
intellectual and physical aspects of human beings. While these latter aspects form the underlying foundation
of practically all research into leadership and management, far less attention has been given to the role of the
spiritual.
The journal sets its sights on the exploration of the spiritual aspect as it expresses itself in business and
organisational life. This happens through the relationships between human beings in the activities and conduct
of organisations and communities, and includes the relationship between humans and the natural world on
which we depend for our existence.
The particular focus of the journal is not on conventional management consulting, nor is it individual spiritual
paths or basic leadership principles. It is the confluence of all of these elements to form a new stream. We aim
to add value by creating a forum for openly discussing and exploring concepts of spirituality in leadership and
management, and practices arising from them.
In publishing a journal of this kind the editors encourage authors to, where possible, link theory with action.
Theoretical papers will also be accepted where they provide an exploration of spirituality as it applies to
leadership and management. The journal also publishes case study material that provides useful tools or ideas
regarding the application of spirituality, leadership and management in the workplace.
The spirituality, leadership and management movement in Australia operates through Spirituality, Leadership
and Management Inc., an association incorporated in New South Wales and operating nationally. It creates a
forum for the exploration and expression of ideas about spirit and spirituality in business and organisational
life. It is committed to enabling people and organisations to function with integrity, creativity and care, so that
our evolving world is a desirable place to be. It does not subscribe to, or promote any particular belief system.
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Editorial

This Journal in the year 2013 marks a significant time in our history. Born of the disillusionment with the
scientific and intellectual certainties of the last decades, this period appears to be seeing a more integral and
integrated world view; one that is based in a connection with nature and the larger cosmos; one that invites
imagination and yet arises from experience. It appears that both the human spirit and the planet are waiting
for the turning that is required. And that turning is a kind of activism – an activism of both observation as well
as engagement. The papers in this edition each speak to a different kind of turning and activism. I follow with
a brief description of each.
The relationship of spirituality to wellness is a new topic for this Journal. Australian author, David Tacey, has
suggested that denying the spiritual life and not attending to the sacred can have a detrimental effect on the
body and give rise to illness, especially mental disease. The article in this issue focuses on what supports
wellness and approaches to human health and wellbeing rather than the factors that cause dis-ease. Clearly
the notions of health, stress and coping are imperative to effective leadership and management. Rachele et al.
introduce the topic of wellness through the literature and thereby provide signposts for the reader into the
field. This is not an exhaustive review; it is more like an introduction to the topic. It is hoped that the
relationship of spirituality and wellness will be further explored through the journal.
Wisdom is not a new topic to this journal. Edwards et al. forge connections between leadership and wisdom,
utilising indigenous understanding and wisdom. This approach to wisdom offers accessible glimpses of the
sacred within the somewhat desacralised body of Western knowing. Weaving Western cultural and scientific
knowledge with Indigenous wisdom in researching new responses to the pressing issue of sustainability, is
both refreshing and enlightening. The authors thoughtfully suggest that indigenous knowledge systems give
rise to a completely different set of questions about what we know and what is significant in our knowing.
They carefully review the nature of the relationships of the personal, the social and the natural worlds and
note that their interdependency has become imperative for the sustainability and the survival of the planet!
With the recent passing of Mandela and the growing realisation and understanding of how sharply and
remarkably he manifested the overlays of spirituality, leadership and management, it seems apt to consider
how the struggle of apartheid in South Africa was integral to his development as leader. The article, Leadership
Dreaming, uses the personal experience of the author to build an imaginal understanding of how leadership
and management can be imbued with spirituality in a living and embodied way.
Whilst we may speak about and discuss the need for managers to bring a spiritual dimension to their work,
there is little research into methodologies for enabling this capacity in leaders. This issue of the Journal
presents such a program and it is hoped that our future editions will include other courses. Tarun Pasricha of
the Goa Institute of Management, India, describes a course that primarily uses ancient Indian scripture but
also comparative studies of Western spiritual thought to enhance the spiritual intelligence of MBA students.
The article describes the course structure, pedagogy and evaluation scheme. It also includes some feedback
from the students who participated.
This issue contains one book review. Glenn Martin reviews the Jennifer Garvey Berger book, Changing on the
Job: Developing leaders for a complex world. He observes that leadership development programs tend to focus
on skills and knowledge without exploring our underlying patterns of thinking. Berger’s book emphasises the
need to explore how we can grow in our ability to recognise and handle complexity. In the context of this
journal, this is a fresh and helpful insight into the development of the spirituality of leaders.
We sincerely thank our authors for contributing your work and thinking to this Journal. And special thanks are
due to those nameless angels who give of their intelligence and passion to thoughtfully review articles. This
Journal only exists because of your brilliant input.
I would like to acknowledge our many authors who have submitted work which has not been included in our
publication. We give all submissions as much support as we can, often through several rounds of reviewing,
for which we thank our reviewers. Nevertheless, in some instances we have to make the hard choice not to
proceed to publication, as we simply don’t have the resources to provide the assistance needed to bring
papers to publication standard.
1

We trust you will enjoy, and be stimulated by, the articles in this issue. You may also be able to help us to
extend the readership of the journal. We attract papers from authors around the world, and our readership is
similarly widespread. But your university’s library may not know about this journal and not have our papers
listed on its database. The journal has been in existence for over ten years now, and it has an ISSN (ISSN 14473771), which is a requirement to be listed with many libraries. The papers in the journal undergo a peer-review
process. With the current issue we have taken the step of introducing DOI (digital object identifier) numbers
for all articles, which is also increasingly expected by libraries.
Please help us to extend the readership of the journal by telling your institution’s library about the journal. For
authors, this has the added benefit of increasing the exposure of your own papers. Thank you.
As usual, we invite submissions for future issues of the Journal. See the guidelines for contributors at the end.
Dr Claire Jankelson, Managing Editor
Macquarie Graduate School of Management, Sydney
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Towards an operational understanding of wellness
Jerome N. Rachele
Tracy L. Washington
Wendell D. Cockshaw
Eric Brymer

Queensland University of Technology
Despite the increased focus on wellness and wellness programs there is still no consensus as to
what wellness is. This is in part because programs do not define wellness and in part because
studies and programs employ vastly different outcome measures that arguably reflect other
constructs such as health, well-being, and quality of life. In this paper, we suggest an operational
understanding of wellness and show how wellness differs from health, quality of life and wellbeing. Academic literature on the subject of health, wellness, well-being and quality of life
reveals confusion, as theorists and researchers frequently describe each of these constructs in a
very similar manner. We argue that elements such as the context and target population in which
the term wellness is used are critical for our understanding of the construct. While it is inevitable
that cross-over exists between similar constructs, wellness does have distinctly identifiable
features. These include: being both holistic and multidimensional, being focused on lifestyle
behaviours, being about actions or processes, recognising the inter-relatedness between person
and environment, and being unique by way of goal and context.
Keywords: Wellness, Spirituality, Operational Understanding, Organisations

BACKGROUND
Wellness is currently receiving substantial attention, particularly regarding intervention programs designed to
facilitate the adoption of positive lifestyle behaviours (Hettler, 1980; Miller, Martens, & Gilman, 2008; SmithAdcock, Webster, Leonard, & Walker, 2008). Wellness programs and services run by organisations have proven
to be particularly popular as enjoyable and accessible programs where participants can learn about and
practise healthy living. While wellness is traditionally perceived to be multidimensional, in the main,
organisational programs have emphasised physical wellness, and may include activities such as aerobic fitness,
health, nutrition, weight management, musculoskeletal conditioning and stress management (Clark et al.,
2011). The evidence suggests that such programs have considerable health benefits for workers (Williams &
Bruno, 2007). For example, one longitudinal program conducted over eight years reported improvements in
BMI, blood pressure, and cholesterol (Hyatt Neville, Merrill, & Kumpfer, 2011). The implications from a
management perspective from such programs are vast. Organisational benefits are reflected in the lowering of
organisational healthcare costs and presenteeism, and an improvement in work productivity (Baicker, Cutler,
& Song, 2010; Clark et al., 2011). Baicker, Cutler, and Song (2010) undertook a meta-analysis and found that
for every dollar spent on a wellness program, $3.27 was saved on medical costs and $2.73 on absenteeism.
Recent studies have also estimated the average savings in annual medical costs within organisations to be as
much as 18.4% (Blonick, Millard, & Dugas, 2013).
Successful workplace wellness programs are characterised by two key features. Firstly, most programs
commence with an initial (or baseline) health risk assessment (Baicker, Cutler, & Song, 2010). These
assessments are usually a requirement, and can be re-tested during follow-up assessments to determine the
Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to Jerome N. Rachele (PhD candidate),
Queensland University of Technology, Victoria Park Rd, Kelvin Grove, Queensland 4059. email:
j.rachele@qut.edu.au
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extent of the effect of the program. The results from such assessments can then be used to identify potential
risk factors that can motivate program participants to achieve behaviour change (Hyatt Neville et al., 2011;
Machen, Cuddihy, Reaburn, & Higgins, 2010). Secondly, the majority of programs include an educative
component which may be comprised of self-help education materials, individual counselling or coaching,
group seminars and classes, or a combination of these (Hyatt Neville et al., 2011; Machen et al., 2010;
Tanigoshi, Kontos, & Remley, 2007). Tanigoshi, Kontos, and Remley (2007) used a series of wellness
counselling sessions to effectively increase wellness among law enforcement officers when compared to a
control group; Choate and Smith (2003) infused a wellness model into the curriculum design of a first-year
college course as a framework to address student needs; and Smith-Adcock, Webster, Leonard, and Walker
(2008) examined a group counselling intervention developed to promote wellness among adolescent girls at
risk of delinquency. As demonstrated, features such as multiple assessment points and the presence of an
educative component (via a number of mechanisms) exist throughout numerous programs across a diverse
range of settings.
In summary, programs designed to enhance wellness in an organisational context are enjoying considerable
growth. This perhaps is epitomised by the recently announced United States “Federal Grants to Small
Employers for Comprehensive Wellness Programs” Section 10408 of the Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act, titled “Grants for Small Businesses to Provide Comprehensive Workplace Wellness Programs,” which
authorises appropriations of $US200 million for the period of 2011 through 2015 to provide grants to help
small business implement comprehensive wellness programs (O'Donnell, 2010). Despite the increased focus on
wellness and wellness programs, there are still a number of uncertainties that hinder the effective
implementation of quality wellness programs. First, there is still no consensus as to what wellness is, and as a
result, studies that assume a wellness focus are often hard to differentiate from studies that pertain to health,
quality of life (QOL) and well-being. Second, wellness studies and programs employ vastly different outcome
measures that arguably better reflect health, well-being, and QOL. Third, wellness programs seem to have
adopted a limited understanding of wellness and have focused on physical health to the detriment of other
potentially more powerful wellness-related domains, such as spiritual wellness. In essence there is confusion in
the literature regarding distinctions between wellness, health, QOL and well-being, and little attempt in
practice to move beyond improving physical health. Consequently, there is little agreement on the precise
meaning of wellness.
The role of management within workplace wellness programs is significant, given their centralised role within
such programs, and the potential benefits obtained from well-planned and executed programs. Leaders have
an important role to play in ensuring wellness programs are effectively implemented and that organisations
and followers benefit from the programs. Leaders within organisations are critical to employee health.
Evidence suggests that within organisations leaders and employees are not independent, and that leaders can
affect employee health and well-being (Kuoppala, 2008). Leaders have the ability to engage with employees,
and create wellness culture within an organisation (Lovelace, Manz, & Alves, 2007).
However, to maximise benefits it is imperative that organisational leaders and researchers agree on a
definition of wellness to facilitate comparison of research findings, program implementation and program
evaluation. Consensus could facilitate an agreed-upon theoretical model against which wellness instruments
could be validated, thus providing a clear basis for the evaluation of wellness research and interventions. In
this paper we outline an understanding of wellness by comparing the construct to health, QOL and well-being
and suggest how organisations can best utilise this understanding to develop effective wellness programs.

DISCUSSION: WELLNESS: A BRIEF HISTORY
Modern perspectives in the study of wellness began in parallel with the positive health movement which came
about as a result of changes in the World Health Organization’s (WHO) definition of Health. In 1946 the WHO
changed the definition of health so that it reflected not just the absence of disease, but complete physical,
psychological, and social well-being (World Health Organization, 1946). Currently, there are numerous theories
and models claiming to represent wellness; however, they are all linked by a focus on lifestyle dimensions
(Adams, Bezner, & Steinhardt, 1997; Coatsworth, Palen, Sharp, & Ferrer-Wreder, 2006; Crose, Nicholas,
Gobble, & Frank, 1992; Depken, 1994; Greenberg, 1985; Hettler, 1980; Lafferty, 1979; Leafgren, 1990; Myers &
Sweeney, 2004; Renger et al., 2000; Witmer & Sweeney, 1992). Traditional views of wellness generally include
those by Dunn (1959), who first defined wellness as a dynamic process maximising an individual’s potential,
and by Hettler (1980), who stated that wellness can be defined as an active process through which the
individual becomes aware of and makes choices toward a more successful existence. Although the WHO does
4
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not intend its 2006 definition to be exhaustive or scientific, it defines wellness as:
the optimal state of health of individuals and groups. There are two focal concerns: the
realization of the fullest potential of an individual physically, psychologically, socially, spiritually
and economically, and the fulfilment of one’s role expectations in the family, community, place of
worship, workplace and other settings. (Smith, Tang, & Nutbeam, 2006).
From a scientific perspective, Roscoe (2009) undertook what she considered the first of many steps to clarify
the wellness construct. Notably, Roscoe’s findings suggested that wellness studies: 1) had minimal empirical
exploration of the structure and dimensions of wellness; 2) were predominantly informed by conceptual
untested theories; and 3) do not investigate the nature of wellness: rather, they explore properties of the
instruments. Roscoe proposed the need for an integrated definition of the construct.
As suggested by the definitions above, the majority of theories (Adams, et al., 1997; Crose, et al., 1992;
Depken, 1994; Greenberg, 1985; Hettler, 1980; Lafferty, 1979; Leafgren, 1990; Renger, et al., 2000) divide
wellness into individually oriented and interrelated dimensions. In the main these dimensions are: social
wellness, emotional wellness, physical wellness, intellectual wellness, and spiritual wellness (Roscoe, 2009).
Some also contain a psychological wellness dimension (Adams, et al., 1997). Models such as those by Crose et
al. (1992), Hettler (1980), Leafgren (1990), and Renger et al. (2000) include dimensions where the individual is
regarded as functioning within a specific salient context such as occupational (Crose et al., 1992; Hettler, 1980;
Leafgren, 1990), and environmental (Renger et al., 2000) wellness.
Many wellness models place particular importance on spirituality and use this dimension as the core of their
model (Eberst, 1984; Myers, Sweeney & Witmer, 2000). Eberst (1984) integrates spirituality as the animating
force, activating principles and sense of significance. In their Wheel of Wellness model, Myers et al. (2000)
incorporate spirituality as the first of five major life tasks (followed by self-direction, work and leisure,
friendship and love) which are believed to be a central characteristic of one’s personal beliefs and values.
These life tasks are considered to be directly amendable via interventions. They define spirituality as an
awareness of a being or force that transcends the material aspects of life and gives a deep sense of wholeness
or connectedness to the universe (Myers, Sweeney & Witmer, 2000). How spirituality applies to the wellness
context is similar to its stated existence within leaders, organisations and the community. Harmer (2010)
proposes a holistic conceptual framework that provides a structured approach, grounded in spirituality, for
developing leaders’ systematic thinking capacity, as well as a framework for plotting one’s spiritual growth
trajectory within the context of leader and leadership development. Given the centrality of spirituality to
wellness models, and the proposed inter-relationships between facets that comprise these models, it is likely
that interventions targeting spirituality have a greater potential to influence the overall wellness of
participants.
A review of the academic literature reveals confusion, as theorists frequently use a range of health-related
terms to describe each other. Similarly, studies purporting to investigate one construct often use instruments
designed to measure another. The Wheel of Wellness model (Sweeney & Witmer, 1991), for example, is said
to have an established empirical link with enhanced QOL and well-being. Similarly the Indivisible Self model,
developed from data collected from the Wellness Evaluation of Lifestyle questionnaire (Myers & Sweeney,
2004), is claimed to represent a way of life oriented toward optimal health and well-being. Wellness is also
said to: embody a way of living designed to improve QOL (Renger et al., 2000); be a way of life oriented
towards health and well-being (Myers, Sweeney & Luecht, 2004); and be strongly consonant with subjective
well-being, life satisfaction and developmental assets (Coatsworth et al., 2006).
Health has also been defined in similar terms. For example, the WHO describes health as complete physical,
psychological, and social well-being (World Health Organization, 1946). Easthope and White (2006) present
well-being as strongly connected to health. In contrast, Diener and Eunkook (2000) view an individual's
perception of their own well-being as representing their QOL. QOL and well-being have also been used as
descriptors of wellness (Corbin & Pangrazi, 2001). Health-Related Quality of Life is said to refer specifically to
functional health status and well-being (Fontaine & Barofsky, 2001).
This lack of precise definition has made evidence-based practical applications of wellness programs in
organisations difficult to initiate and support through research outcomes. For example, the appropriate
distribution of the aforementioned funds for wellness workplace programs in the US (O'Donnell, 2010) is
dependent upon a consensual definition of wellness, and what such a program may comprise. Conversely, the
direction of this funding may have been naively allocated for potentially unintended purposes. In the following
5
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sections we briefly synthesise definitions of health, QOL and well-being with the aim of determining an
understanding of wellness.

HEALTH
Differentiation between the definitions of wellness and health has previously been identified as problematic
(Mackey, 2000). Traditionally health has been conceptualised and evaluated from an illness perspective
(Breslow, 1972). When a person is deemed to have good health it invariably means that the person is not
suffering from any identifiable disease. Furthermore, an improvement in that person’s health is traditionally
understood to mean that the disease is less severe (Breslow, 1972). This pathological focus of health likely
arose from the fact that the predominant health problem facing society, and in particular medicine, has been
overcoming infectious disease (Breslow, 1972). This model has been highly productive in the advancement of
medical sciences, preventing and curing diseases and prolonging life. It does not, however, allow for optimal
functioning beyond lack of illness. The health perspective does not allow for the journey towards optimal
functioning.

QUALITY OF LIFE
QOL has been described as elusive, approachable at varying levels of generality from the assessment of
societal or community well-being, to the specific evaluation of the situations of individuals or groups (Felce &
Perry, 1995). These societal and individualistic perspectives have intensified the diversity of both operational
definitions of QOL, and applicable theoretical models or academic orientations (Felce & Perry, 1995). The field
of medicine adapted QOL and created Health-Related Quality of Life (HRQOL). This term focuses on an
individual’s functional health status, usually with reference to illness or recovery from a disease. This includes
evaluation of symptoms, physical function, cognitive performance, psychological condition, emotional status
and adaptation to disease (Gupta & Kant, 2009). Both QOL and HRQOL have gained in popularity in recent
times due to their application in quantifying the status of an individual, especially in health care settings.
Measurement tools have been developed to measure these concepts. Such tools are being used by healthcare
services to analyse the effectiveness of interventions, treatment decisions, and new medical technologies
(Bravo Vergel & Sculpher, 2008). Cost-effectiveness is determined by quality-adjusted life years (QALY), and
increase in life expectancy (Bravo Vergel & Sculpher, 2008). Briefly, QALY is a composite measure of outcome
for use in healthcare economic evaluation studies, with measured or judged HRQOL weights for health states
(on a 0-1 scale) used to adjust survival times (Weinstein & Stason, 1977). By plotting the HRQOL weight (also
called utility score) for each healthcare intervention against the year in which the health outcome is obtained,
a profile can be constructed comparing the consequences of one intervention to another (Bravo Vergel &
Sculpher, 2008). The advantage of using the QALY measure is that it can simultaneously capture and aggregate
gains in terms of both morbidity (HRQOL) and mortality (quantity) (Bravo Vergel & Sculpher, 2008).
QOL focuses on conditions that impact upon the functional status of the individual but typically does not allow
for life fulfilment, but rather directs attention to the ability to complete physical tasks, activities of daily living
and the avoidance of non-communicable diseases.

WELL-BEING
Two central perspectives of well-being have been distinguished: hedonic and eudaimonic (Ryan & Deci, 2001).
While these perspectives overlap, they are founded on different philosophical orientations regarding human
needs and desires. The hedonic perspective is that well-being consists of pleasure or happiness, with these
emotions being viewed as the essential goal of human life (Ryan & Deci, 2001). Well-being is therefore
achieved by increasing happiness through striving for pleasurable moments and approaching stimuli that
increase positive affect (Lundqvist, 2011). In contrast, the eudaimonic tradition considers well-being as the
extent to which an individual develops their potential congruent with their values and engagements (Ryan &
Deci, 2001; Ryff, 2004). These two traditional views of well-being are founded on distinct views of human
nature and of what constitutes a good society (Ryan & Deci, 2001). They pose different questions concerning
how developmental and social processes relate to well-being, and prescribe different approaches to the
enterprise of living (Ryan & Deci, 2001). However, evidence from a number of investigators has indicated that
well-being is most likely best conceived as a multidimensional phenomenon that includes aspects of both the
hedonic and eudaimonic conceptions (Ryan & Deci, 2001). In more recent shifts in the definition of well-being,
Seligman (2011) argues for greater focus on relationships, and accomplishment, while Jayawickreme, Forgeard
6
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and Seligman (2012) additionally include positive emotion, engagement and meaning.
As with QOL, the term well-being is sometimes further qualified, giving rise to terms such as psychological
well-being and subjective well-being. Psychological well-being is deemed a multidimensional construct
encompassing six outcomes: autonomy, personal growth, self-acceptance, life purpose, mastery, and positive
relatedness (Ryff & Keyes, 1995). These six dimensions define psychological well-being both theoretically and
operationally. It is suggested that high-level emotional and physical health are promoted through the
attainment of these six outcomes (Ryff & Singer, 1998).
Subjective well-being consists of three components: life satisfaction, the presence of positive mood and the
absence of negative mood, together often summarised as happiness (Ryan & Deci, 2001). These conceptual
underpinnings of subjective well-being limit its use to the hedonic context. There has been much debate
regarding the validity of measures of subjective well-being to define psychological wellness (Ryff & Singer,
1998). Three possibilities can be identified: 1) the hedonic view and subjective well-being could be used as an
indicator of well-being; 2) subjective well-being could be an operational definition of well-being, while still
endorsing the eudaimonic view of what fosters subjective well-being; and 3) the measure of subjective wellbeing as an indicator of well-being could be rejected, while arguing against hedonic principles as the vehicle to
produce well-being (Ryan & Deci, 2001).
In all of the perspectives considered, however, well-being is considered an outcome measure. There is little
room for independent or process variables where manipulation of particular dimensions can effect whole
individual changes.

AN OPERATIONAL UNDERSTANDING OF WELLNESS
There are currently a number of wellness models which place individuals on a uni-dimensional scale where the
individual is either on, or in-between, an ill-health-wellness scale (Travis, 1977). These perspectives on
wellness do not allow for an individual who is temporarily ill (e.g. has a cold) or who has permanent disability
in one dimension, but is still ‘well’ with regards to other lifestyle dimensions as part of the wellness model.
Such an individual would not be accurately placed on a uni-dimensional scale of ill-health-wellness. For
example, if a person is receiving treatment requiring hospitalisation for a life-threatening disease can they still
be considered well if they are living their potential in other dimensions? A multi-faceted model of wellness
would more accurately portray the lifestyle of this person. Although they are likely to have poor physical
wellness due to illness, they may have an increased spiritual, social, emotional, and intellectual wellness due to
additional visits from family and friends in conjunction with extra time to learn and reflect.
From this perspective wellness is more than a salutogenic concept; it can be conceptualised as a holistic multidimensional notion where a person is perceived in terms of their journey towards being the best that they can
be, within the environment in which they are situated. The multi-dimensional characteristic of wellness
accepts an ecological perspective to human being, in that human beings are at once spiritual, physical, social,
intellectual, cognitive and emotional beings. From this perspective, wellness promotion is about identifying
and making the best of individual positive and negative constraints as a means to continuing the wellness
journey. Wellness differs from health, QOL and well-being in that wellness is interested in the development of
individual lifestyle behaviours that promote the attainment of optimum functioning and fulfilment.
The difference between wellness and health promotion interventions can be analogously conceptualised as
driving a car. The goal of health promotion interventions is to prevent the onset of various chronic diseases
and conditions. Hence, the individual is moving away from such outcomes and always ‘looking in the rear view
mirror’. In contrast, a wellness journey encompasses moving towards an ideal state where the driver is in the
present and observing what is ahead, looking forward. This is not to say that positive health outcomes which
are a consequence of good health practices should be ignored, but the primary focus is moving towards
optimal states on a range of dimensions rather that avoiding or diminishing illness. The context where wellness
is applied is therefore of importance. The clinical context is one where clients present with some perceived
illness, disease or distress, with the goal of eliminating, minimising or managing that condition. Non-clinical
contexts are those where the target population is not defined by illness. Rather, the emphasis is on
improvement in populations not defined by health or illness status. Contexts may include (but are not limited
to) public health campaigns, group wellness interventions in workplaces, educational institutions,
organisations and the like.
With this definition of wellness in mind, the place of the term wellness in organisational contexts becomes
7
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clearer:
1.

The evidence suggests that wellness programs work, with benefits for both the organisation and the
work force. For organisations, these may include benefits such as improved productivity, reduced
absenteeism, reduced medical costs, greater engagement and so on. For employees these might
include improved community involvement and personal lifestyle behaviours.

2.

Organisations should continue to develop programs. There is a happy nexus between the interests of
the individual and that of the organisation. Wellness programs might work best if undertaken as part
of a collaboration between employees and employers towards better outcomes for both parties, as
opposed to a top-down approach perceived only to benefit the organisation.

3.

Wellness programs undertaken by organisations, in organisations, are growing rapidly. A clearer focus
may serve to secure these gains, and improve efficiency of programs from the evidence reviewed
here, wellness programs might start with a risk management process but ultimately will be designed
in unison with participants to help people realise their potential. Programs will include physical,
social, emotional, spiritual, intellectual and environmental aspects in an integrated way, in relation to
the context of each organisation.

4.

In the main, the majority of documented wellness programs presently focus on the physical domain.
However, wellness is clearly a multi-dimensional concept that includes spiritual, emotional, social,
physical, intellectual and psychological domains. For example, a workplace might encourage social
physical activity within the workplace while also enhancing mentor, coaching and career planning
opportunities designed for individuals to manage stress and look towards future plans and goals.
Future programs need to be more encompassing of all facets of wellness. Spirituality may be a key
theme, as it is within most wellness models. For example, organisations might need to consider how
their organisation benefits society or what their role is in the large integrated whole. These
recognitions provide integrated meaning and focus, share values and determine how individuals
ascertain spiritual values within an organisation.

5.

Organisations should look beyond physical programs and enhance opportunities for benefit in other
domains. For example, while providing gym and/or health assessments is a good starting point for
wellness programs, the addition of wellness counsellors or coaches may provide further benefits.

6.

As many models consider that changes in spirituality solicit further changes in other domains,
organisations may benefit from increased focus on wellness programs with an enhanced focus on
spirituality in particular. For example, managers may consider a wellness intervention that focuses on
spirituality, where people may recognise that their burdens are shared, rather than feeling that the
load is entirely left to them as an individual. These spiritual bonds tend to lead toward goodwill and
achievement.

7.

Given the impact that leaders have on employees, they should be encouraged to follow suitable
lifestyle behaviours and set appropriate examples for their employees. Managers and leaders should
consider taking an active role in wellness programs and demonstrate a willingness to adopt positive
lifestyle behaviours.

8.

Managers and leaders within organisations who authorise wellness programs play a significant role in
program outcomes. An appropriate understanding of wellness means leaders can correctly design,
and/or select program components which more accurately pertain to wellness and better facilitate
wellness programs within their organisations or departments.

9.

An increased understanding of the wellness concept also means wellness programs can be more
accurately evaluated and compared. Collaboration can accelerate the progressive enhancement of
wellness programs, and provide mutual benefits between organisations.

10. Future wellness programs employed by organisations need to be appropriately assessed using
standardized criteria. A number of high quality and widely used tools are available, including the
Effective Public Health Practice Project’s Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies (Thomas,
Ciliska, Dobbins & Micucci, 2004) and the RE-AIM (Reach; Effectiveness; Adoption; Implementation;
and Maintenance) framework (Glasgow, Vogt & Boles, 1999). Wellness programs can then
incrementally improve based on the findings from these quality assessments, in addition to enabling
further ease of comparability between programs.
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It is important to note that there were some limitations associated with this review of terminology. As the
nature of this review was not systematic, no specific search strategy was used for the identification and
selection of included literature. Those wishing to further explore the field of workplace wellness programs can
do so using additional search terms such as occupational health, spirituality in business, leadership, and
wellness coaching. Future research priorities in this field include randomised controlled trials of workplace
wellness interventions, using appropriate outcome measures including assessments of wellness and
spirituality. As a consequence of conducting controlled trials which are appropriately assessed and reported,
an established body of literature can be developed that can be drawn upon by managers and organisations
during the design of future workplace wellness programs.

SUMMARY

While it is inevitable that cross-over exists between similar constructs, wellness does have distinctly
identifiable features. Wellness is both holistic and multi-dimensional, with the dimensions being inter-related.
The manipulation of one dimension has a reciprocal influence on other dimensions. Wellness is determined,
however, not in terms of its individual dimensions but as an integrated whole. Wellness focuses on lifestyle
behaviours. While the effectiveness of lifestyle choices can be ‘measured’ through assessments of well-being,
QOL, or other measures (e.g. blood pressure), wellness is an integrated construct determined by behaviours
which facilitate the journey towards optimal states on multiple dimensions. Wellness is about actions or
processes rather than outcomes. Wellness recognises the inter-relatedness between the person and their
environment, where each influences the other. Both goal (or intention) and context differentiate wellness
promotion programs, interventions and campaigns, such as those in the workplace or other organisations,
from public health promotion. In summary, wellness is concerned with people making appropriate lifestyle
choices, with a focus upon a range of positive outcomes across dimensions.
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In response to growing global environmental crises and drawing on new ideas from theorybuilding literature, we seek to develop a radical re-conceptualisation of wise leadership.
Communities across the world are facing global challenges which have profound implications for
the long-term viability and welfare of natural environments and human social and economic
systems. “Big picture” wisdom, that is, a social practice wisdom that can address global
environmental challenges, is called for. A metatheoretical review of ancient, scientific and
Indigenous conceptualisations of wisdom identifies conceptual lenses that have application to
global environmental leadership. Lenses identified as essential for this development include
intergenerational time frame, radical relationality, multi-level ecology and integrated sacredness.
Integrating conventional scientific and Indigenous views creates the potential for a more
expansive and yet grounded means for conceptualising what it means to lead wisely.
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INTRODUCTION
Environmental problems often originate from a too narrow scope in the fragmented fields of
science, politics, administration, education, etc. If only a narrow view is adopted, the measures
taken in order to solve the problems are probably too narrow as well.
(Tapio & Willamo, 2008, p. 130)
Any insights from Indigenous wisdom in regard to ecosystems are of huge potential interest,
given that modern society has not been particularly successful in managing ecosystems
sustainably.
(Berkes & Berkes, 2009, p. 6)
In this paper we draw together ancient, scientific and Indigenous views of wisdom and discuss how they can
add to our understandings of global environmental leadership. Theories of leadership have emphasised its
multilevel nature and application for many years (Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995; Hernandez, Eberly, Avolio, &
Johnson, 2011; Yammarino, Dionne, Schriesheim, & Dansereau, 2008) and notions of environmental
Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to Assist. Prof. Mark Edwards, Business School,
The University of Western Australia, 35 Stirling Highway, Crawley, WA 6009. email:
mark.edwards@uwa.edu.au
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leadership and green management have been in existence for over two decades (Portugal & Yukl, 1994; Taylor,
1992). This period has also seen the emergence of the scientific study of wisdom and the development of
theories of wise leadership (Yang, 2011), authentic leadership (Avolio, Walumbwa, & Joseph, 2006) and forms
of leadership that require exceptional levels of knowledge, ethical competence and practical expertise
(Voegtlin, Patzer, & Scherer, 2012).
These diverse fields of study possess great potential for cross-fertilisation. We look across these domains and
ask, how might wisdom research contribute to understandings of leadership that are adequate for dealing with
global environmental crises? Drawing on recent ideas from the theory-building literature (Oswick, Fleming, &
Hanlon, 2011) we look to an unusual and underutilised cultural source for building new perspectives on
wisdom and wise leadership, namely, systems of Indigenous knowledge systems and, in particular, those from
Australian Indigenous culture.
Indigenous peoples across the planet have survived and flourished through many periods of social, cultural and
environmental change. Australian Indigenous cultures have, for example, been dealing with issues of
sustainability and environmental transformation for many tens of thousands of years (Taylor, 2005). It has
been known for several decades that the first Australians possessed sophisticated and powerful technologies
which they used to manage and alter natural environments of all kinds (Jones, 1969). Although their activities
impacted across the entire continent, Indigenous peoples of Australia achieved and sustained rich and diverse
cultures and natural environments for immensely long time periods (Gammage, 2011). This intergenerational
sustainability, and the knowledge and wisdom that produced it, are common features of many other
Indigenous societies across the world (Spiller, Pio, Erakovic, & Henare, 2011). However, the scientific study of
wisdom has left this source of knowledge largely unexplored. At the same time, leadership researchers have
proposed the notion of “global leadership” and the need for the “meta-values” (De Vries & Flornet-Traecy,
2002) and “meta-competencies” (Tubbs & Schulz, 2006) in dealing with complex global problems. Building “big
picture” or metatheoretical conceptualisations of leadership must also include indigenous views to be truly
global. Zhang and colleagues (Zhang et al., 2012, p. 1063) have stated that:
As the business world becomes increasingly globalized, the need to understand leadership across
the world is also becoming more and more urgent, making indigenous research increasingly
important and necessary.
In response to this call we bring together Indigenous and scientific traditions of wisdom research with the aim
of building Big Picture environmental leadership, one that is requisite to the global crises we currently face.
The paper is structured as follows. We first review perspectives on wise leadership and the natural
environment from philosophical, scientific and Indigenous perspectives. From this review we identify key
conceptual lenses for the development of a Big Picture approach to wise leadership. Such a theory of wise
leadership will need to integrate abstract concepts which concern the natural world as well as the social and
psychological. We hope to draw attention to the dimension of wisdom that is sensitive to global environmental
sustainability and personal and communal wellbeing. In this theory-building task we are guided by Oswick,
Fleming and Hanlon and their concept of “radical travelling theory” (Oswick et al., 2011, p. 322). We import
broad ideas with a high level of abstraction from radically diverse disciplines. As Oswick and colleagues say:
It is precisely because radical theories are broad, “foreign” (in the sense of being alien and not
management focused), and highly abstract that they are perceived to have purchase as fresh,
appealing, and seductive ways of exploring organizational phenomena. ... In the case of radical
travelling theory, this means that these [foreign] theories are imported by organizational scholars
and, to an extent, deradicalized in order to be more narrowly applied to organizational
phenomena and subareas of inquiry. (Oswick et al., 2011, p. 323)
We import theories of wisdom and wise leadership ideas from a radically divergent area – the Indigenous
wisdom traditions. The metatheoretical analysis of such diverse positions opens up integrative possibilities
and, in this analysis section, we compare core dimensions to identify divergent and convergent understandings
between the different perspectives. Some examples of big picture wisdom and how it contributes to
sustainability research will be presented. This application section will be guided by the “loci and mechanisms”
model (Hernandez et al., 2011) which outlines a comprehensive framework for codifying leadership theories
and their application (see Figure 1). Finally, we explore some general implications of the metatheory for the
study of wisdom, and organisation and management studies in sustainability.
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INTEGRATIVE THEORY BUILDING
Our method in this metatheory-building endeavour will be based on the integrative review approach (Lynham,
2000; Torraco, 2005; Whittemore & Knafl, 2005). Theory and metatheory building, that is, the review of
existing conceptual systems to construct new theory, can be contrasted with the more common forms of
research that focus on theory testing, where existing theory is applied and tested on empirical grounds. One of
the chief means for building new theories and metatheories is via the integrative review of extant frameworks
so that new explanatory lenses can be identified and developed. The phases in this method are (see Figure 1):
i) to introduce the topic and describe the background and purpose of the integrative review, ii) theory review
and development, where extant perspectives are reviewed and extended to develop new theory, iii) theory
description, where the new framework and its elements are described, and iv) theory application, where the
potential areas for applying the new approach and/or new insights are explored.
Figure 1: Review, development, description and application of Big Picture Wisdom
Introduction
and review

Theory review and
development

Theory description

Theory application

Traditional views
on wisdom
Environmental and
sustainability crises

Scientific views
on wisdom

Big Picture
Wisdom

Implications for global
environmental leadership

Indigenous view
on wisdom

In presenting a very basic overview of ancient, contemporary scientific and Indigenous theories and
perspectives on wisdom we will draw on secondary literature. The vast literature on this topic does not permit
a detailed review here of each of these domains.

WISDOM, LEADERSHIP AND GLOBAL CRISES
Communities, institutions and businesses are facing many global challenges that have implications for the
long-term viability and welfare of natural environments and human communities (Hajkowicz, Cook, &
Littleboy, 2012). The implications and repercussions of these global issues are impacting directly on every level
and sphere of ecological and social activity. The chairman of the World Economic Forum (WEF), Claus Schwab,
recently stated that in the coming decades “our lives will be more intensely shaped by transformative forces,
including economic, environmental, geopolitical, societal and technological seismic shifts” (WEF, 2012, p. 8).
He sees the complexities arising from environmental changes as threatening to “overwhelm countries,
companies, cultures and communities” (WEF, 2012, p. 8).
Whether they are environmental, social or economic in origin, these challenges will require transformative
changes in the mindsets and actions of individual leaders and in the cultures and practices of their
organisations. Transformation on the scale required for real change will demand an unprecedented display of
visionary leadership and ethical commitment (Maak & Pless, 2006). A new sense of global connectedness and
sensitivity for the long-term impact of human activities is required to effectively respond to these challenges.
The latest version of the WEF’s “Global Risks” report asks the question, “The economic and environmental
challenges [facing the world] require both structural changes and strategic investments, but are countries
prepared to manage both fronts, conceivably at the same time?” (World Economic Forum, 2013). Dealing with
multiple crises on multiple fronts requires exceptional levels of leadership. Wise decisions, wise planning and
wise actions are called for to navigate the complexities thrown up by global challenges. Referring to this nexus
between leadership, wisdom and global crises, Yang (2011, p. 616) states:
Examining wisdom displayed through leadership can shed light on the discussion of leadership
and refocus our attention from increasing profits to promoting the common good. Difficult
problems, such as global warming and financial crises, may be resolved or avoided if leadership is
executed with wisdom.
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The presence or absence of wise leadership is recognised most clearly during times of radical change where
the risks are high and the potential for new possibilities and benefits contend with the chance of failure and
loss. This is the situation in which organisations and the international business community find themselves
today. Globalisation, technological advances and the expansion of international trade have brought significant
economic benefits for many millions of people across the globe. But these rapid developments have also
ushered in an era of social and environmental risks of unprecedented scale (Gup, 2010; World Economic
Forum, 2013; WWF, 2012). Traditional ways of managing the ensuing complexities and risks and relying on
market-led responses may not be adequate for addressing the kinds and scale of problems facing
contemporary leaders. New forms of “transformative learning and transformative leadership” (O’Brien, 2012,
p. 671) will be needed to facilitate the scale of requisite change.
An adaptive and integrated form of leadership in and by organisations is called for so that “new wisdom as
well as new knowledge” (Thompson, 2010, p. 28) can be developed and practically utilised. Wise leaders at all
levels of community and organisational life will become ever more crucial for organisational and global
development in this time of global challenge. Quoting Boal, we are at a “strategic inflection point” where
“absorptive capacity, capacity to change, and managerial wisdom” are needed (Boal, 2000, p. 520). Strategic
inflection points are critical times when leaders call on diverse sources of knowledge and experience so that
discerning and timely judgements, that is, wise judgements, can be made.
The diversity of qualities required for wise leadership will mean that it is not only a quality of individuals but
also of collectives and of community engagement in taking and inspiring action. The complex matrix of
qualities needed to be wise means that it will also be a characteristic that is shared and distributed across
multiple levels in communities and organisations. Consequently, we adopt the view that “change leadership” is
best viewed “as a cascading process that involves chains of interlocking role constellations at different levels”
(Denis, Lamothe, & Langley, 2001, p. 835).

VIEWS OF WISDOM AND THEIR RELATION TO THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
Wisdom and wise leadership have been the subjects of study and commentary since ancient times.
Understanding contemporary scientific views and how they relate to natural environments are best explored
within the broad context of wisdom literature. There is a very substantial body of literature on the wisdom
traditions of the ancient Middle East, from the Greek philosophers, from Islamic cultures and from medieval
and Renaissance periods. We do not intend in this article to review all this literature. What is of primary
interest here is the fundamental perspectives and lenses with which the concept of wisdom and its
relationship with the natural environment has been construed within these very different traditions, and
particularly so between Western (ancient and modern) and Indigenous perspectives. Consequently, the
following integrative review draws mostly on previous literature reviews to gain an understanding of the
definitive aspects of wisdom across these different sources. The diversity of views does not mean that general
themes cannot be evinced. Discussing the literature of Mesopotamia, Beaulieu says:
Wisdom literature is such a vast and inclusive notion that scholars have always experienced great
difficulties in clearly defining its boundaries. Indeed, it is largely an intuitive category, based on a
general recognition of certain themes and questions that wisdom literature is expected to
address. (Beaulieu, 2007, p. 3)
Despite the immense diversity, it is these “certain themes and questions” and some common characteristics
that authors have identified among these literatures that is our focus here.

Ancient views on wisdom
Attempts to describe the qualities of wise people, wise decisions and wise acts can be found in both oral
traditions and written texts across many different cultures. Dating back as far as the second millennium BCE,
references to wisdom can be found in Mesopotamian, Egyptian and Hebraic texts, in the sacred writings of
Taoism, Zoroastrianism, Judaism, Confucianism and Buddhism. Detailed discussion on wisdom can be found in
the works of the Greco-Roman philosophers and in scriptures, stories and theological writings of the JudaeoChristian and Islamic traditions. In several of the Middle Eastern cultures, the discussion of wisdom forms such
an important and substantial body of work that it is referred to as “the wisdom writings” or “the wisdom
literature” (Penchansky, 2012). In this very brief overview of ancient wirings, we focus on understandings of
wisdom as they refer to the relationship between people and their natural surroundings.
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The variety of approaches in ancient texts to describing wisdom and the qualities of wise people is extensive
(Perdue, 2007). However, as a distinct genre of writings and instruction, wisdom texts held a shared interest in
what it meant to live a harmonious and successful life. “The general tenor of wisdom texts is to teach the art of
leading a successful life, in harmony with society and the divine will” (Beaulieu, 2007). Different societies and
ways of life gave rise to different understandings of what wisdom meant and these underwent changes as
societies themselves developed. In Mesopotamian texts wisdom was concerned with pragmatic knowledge
and planning, with being prudent and careful about the future, and with the faithful adherence to religious
rules and divinely inspired regulation of behaviours and social customs.
Early Hebraic descriptions of wisdom were laid out as rules and advice for surviving in often harsh natural
environments; to be wise had a decidedly practical bent (Waltke, 1979). The Book of Proverbs from the
Hebrew Bible is a compendium of such instructions. But the Hebraic wisdom literature includes other wisdom
writings which emphasise the intimate relationship between people and their God and so talk of wisdom
becomes imbued with an ethical dimension (Perdue, 2007). Rooney, McKenna and Liesch point out that, in the
Hebrew Bible, “wisdom is a suite of culture, moral virtues, intellectual qualities, and metaphysics whose source
and inspiration rest in God” (Rooney, McKenna, & Liesch, 2010, p. 19). Wisdom is concerned with practical
knowledge but also moral rules and social expectations and an awareness of the personal and communal
implications of flouting those rules.
In early texts, the natural environment was seen as a medium through which God punished or rewarded
people for their actions and their obedience to the moral codes that guided behaviour. The early relationship
between wisdom and the natural environment was of the struggle for control and mastery. To be wise was to
have humility before the gods and the vagaries of weather and natural occurrences but also to plan, to
manage and to astutely control what was within one’s power to control. For example, there are many rules
concerning storage of grain and putting aside resources for poorer times. The early wisdom writings included
instructions on farming and with prospering in an agricultural context. Later texts focused more on cultural
knowledge, personal virtue and leadership status.
In their review of Hebraic views on wisdom, Rooney, McKenna and Liesch (2010) propose that the notion of
wisdom had four defining features: i) an essential quality of true leadership, ii) a kind of righteousness in the
sense of a transparent compliance with Jewish religious law, iii) a transcendent aspect associated with divine
transcendence, and iv) humility, discipline and forbearance, particularly during times of adversity. The
association of wisdom with leadership emerged at the same time as the need for control over nature gained
importance in both agricultural and trading contexts. The wise leader was someone who could advise on the
right course of action, on the planning required to ensure prosperity for urban communities.
Wisdom was also a fundamental theme of discussion in the Greco-Roman schools of philosophy and, of
course, the term philosophy is itself derived from the Greek “the love of wisdom”. For the ancient Greeks,
however, wisdom was associated with rational pursuits and the quest for knowledge. “Wisdom did not refer to
precepts for living but, rather, to an investigation into the laws and constituents of the natural world” (Birren
& Svensson, 1990, p. 5). Where the Hebraic concept of wisdom is most often discussed in a religious context,
the Hellenistic notions of wisdom emphasised human virtue in a temporal world (Rooney et al., 2010). For
example, for Aristotle, wisdom is concerned with the development of character and is “necessarily a
consolation that also includes character, integrity and ethics” (Rooney et al., 2010, p. 23). Aristotle's wisdom
also seeks to be practical and worldly, is about social proficiency, good governance and about the qualities
needed to govern the new society of a democratic city state. Hence it is wisdom as a social practice that
distinguishes the Aristotlean from the Judaeo-Christian view.
The Judeo-Christian focus on wisdom as transcendence, otherworldliness and contemplative unity with the
divine was continued for many centuries and exemplified in the monastic traditions that dominated European
and Byzantine Christianity. With the rediscovery of the Greek philosophers and the interest in Islamic
scholarship in the late medieval period however, wisdom once again became associated with practical insight
into human affairs. The emergence of humanism during the Renaissance period saw a renewed interest in
wisdom as an expression of human excellence, achievement and practical expertise (Robinson, 1990) in the
arts, humanities and sciences. At this point in European history, we can distinguish two clear pathways by
which wisdom was studied. One, the mystical stream, maintained the transcendental and contemplative
wisdom tradition of the early Christian church. Works on wisdom from this lineage came from the saints,
mystics and contemplatives that populated European monastic and religious lay communities (Feiss, 2000).
The other stream took the more practical and humanistic line of Aristotle and Da Vinci and delved into the
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development of applied knowledge and education through the pursuit of the arts and sciences and their
application to human endeavours.
Occasionally, within these streams there were figures who place the natural environment at the forefront of
their insights and spiritual perspective. Notable individuals like Hildegard of Bingen (from the transcendent
stream) and Leonardo da Vinci (from the humanist stream) did place nature at the centre of their spirituality
and philosophy. However, such extraordinary individuals were the exception and neither of these wisdom
streams, not the transcendent stream of experience and mystical knowledge nor the humanist stream of
artistic, political and social improvement, had much to say about the natural world or with humanity’s impact
or use of it. The humanism of the Renaissance would eventually lead to the emergence of Romanticism in
Europe that definitely did immerse itself in the natural world. However, by this time, talk of wisdom had long
been sequestered into the activities of monasteries and in the academic study of philosophy.
Despite the great diversity of representations through the ancient Middle Eastern, Hellenistic, European
medieval and Renaissance period, it is possible to discern some broad developments in how perspectives on
wisdom and its relationship with the natural environment changed through these times (see Table 1
following). The very earliest sacred texts depicted wisdom as knowledge about pragmatic survival, military
leadership and of the importance of appeasing the gods and nature though ritual and sacrifice. Knowledge of
surviving nature’s vicissitudes developed further into a moral sense and into following codes of behaviour that
aligned individual with cultural norms. Wise leaders received and defended these codes and covenants. To be
wise was not only knowing about material survival and military success but about modelling and upholding
moral precepts. Wise leaders mediated between the divine and the human.
With the Greeks, wisdom moved further away from direct connection with nature and focused more on
cultural and ethical concerns, existential dilemmas and the first glimmers of scientific knowledge. Wise leaders
were those who wielded political power for the common good. The environment was, at best, a passive
background in conceptualisations of wisdom and wise leadership. Wise political leadership was also a theme in
medieval and Renaissance conception of wisdom but this soon merged into the humanist interest in political,
cultural and artistic capacity. Overt discussion of wisdom became restricted to the monastic and religious
notions of wisdom as transpersonal experience of the divine. At this point the tenuous connections that had
existed between wisdom and environmental sensibilities became negligible and even antagonistic. The natural
world was often characterised as something that needed to be transcended for wisdom to be acquired.

Contemporary scientific views
With the European enlightenment and the rise of Western science, the study of wisdom literally disappeared.
In a chapter entitled “Where did talk of wisdom go?”, Rooney, McKenna and Liesch discuss how wisdom
became a “marginalised concept” in Western culture (Rooney et al., 2010, p. 18). The objectification of nature
th
th
that occurred in the 18 and 19 centuries saw the dominance of analytical forms of science and the
identification of exceptional human qualities to expert and specialist knowledge. It was only with the
emergence of developmental psychology as a scientific discipline in the twentieth century that the scientific
study of wisdom started in earnest (Hall, 2010). The most prominent contemporary scholars and theoretical
schools of wisdom research are Robert Sternberg in the USA, the Berlin wisdom paradigm, the practical
wisdom (phronesis) paradigm which has taken up Aristotlean understandings of wisdom work and, finally the
empirical research school which is dominated by psychometric and neurobiological approaches. In
summarising this extensive body of scientific literature we are guided by the work of previous reviewers
(Ardelt, 2004; Meeks & Jeste, 2009; Rooney et al., 2010) and will focus in particular on the place of the natural
environment in the way these schools conceptualised wisdom.
Robert Sternberg
Sternberg has developed an elaborate notion of wisdom (Sternberg, 1998; 2003; Sternberg & Jordan, 2005)
that includes the exercise of successful intelligence and creativity, the interplay of values, a dynamic balance
between intrapersonal, interpersonal and extrapersonal interests and a sensibility for the role of temporality
in judging the outcomes of decisions. Wisdom, according to Sternberg, enables people to maintain a balance
between adjusting existing environments, shaping changes to those environments, and choosing new
environments (Sternberg, 2003). Wisdom is not about personal interests but a balancing out of different
personal interests (intrapersonal aspect) with the interests of other people (interpersonal aspect) and with
other aspects of the environment (extrapersonal aspect) (Sternberg, 1998).
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Although the term “environment” is frequently used in Sternberg’s work, it refers to human interpersonal
environments, organisational environments, task environments and never to natural environments. This is
generally representative of most scientific research on wisdom where the focus has been on personal
psychological and collective sociological functioning and the variety of socio-cultural environments in which
these foci are situated. In Sternberg’s WICS (Wisdom, Intelligence, Creativity, Synthesis) model of wise
leadership, multiple forms of intelligence and creativity are synthesised within an overarching framework.
None of these involve forms of intelligence or creativity that are concerned with natural environments or
applications of intelligence and creativity to the natural world.
The Berlin School
The “Berlin wisdom paradigm” (Baltes & Staudinger, 2000) is based on the research of Paul Baltes, Ursula
Staudinger and others at the Max Planck Institute on Human Development in Berlin. The Berlin school defines
wisdom as “expert knowledge in the fundamental pragmatics of life that permits exceptional insight,
judgement, and advice about complex and uncertain matters” (Pasupathi, Staudinger, & Baltes, 2001, p. 351).
More specifically, these pragmatics include “insight into the social nature and incompleteness of human
existence, the variability of life goals, knowledge about oneself and the limits of one’s knowledge, and insight
into how knowledge is translated into behaviour” (Staudinger & Pasupathi, 2003, p. 240).
Unlike the Sternberg approach, the Berlin school sees wisdom as also expressed in collectives as objective
social constructions embodied within legal and educational systems, contemplative institutions, art and books.
Baltes, Gluck and Kunzmann proposed, for example, that “In general, wisdom is foremost a cultural product
deposited in books of wisdom rather than in individuals” (Baltes, Glück, & Kunzmann, 2002, p. 331). Thus,
wisdom in both its individual and collective forms is closely linked to knowledge. For this reason the Berlin
paradigm has been categorised as a cognitive approach to wisdom in that it emphasises knowledge-based
understandings of wisdom. There is very little reference to the natural environment in any of the Berlin
paradigm studies and certainly no consistent theme running through its research regarding the role of nature
in either the development or application of wise judgement and/or wise behaviour. Coming out of a research
background focussing on the psychology of adult development and aging, it is not surprising that the role of
the natural environmental in understanding wisdom should be neglected. Psychology has traditionally
undervalued the role of nature in human development and of the specific role of how we view the natural
world in the creation of environmental problems (Nickerson, 2003; Stokols, 1990).
Phronesis and social practice wisdom
This school may more generally be regarded as a neo-Aristotelian research paradigm which focuses on the
application of phronesis or practical wisdom in social situations to enhance the well-being of individuals and
communities. Phronesis is an Aristotlean form of wisdom which is “a true and reasoned state or capacity to act
with regard to the things that are good or bad for man [sic]” (Aristotle, 2009). Rooney and McKenna
(McKenna, Rooney, & Boal, 2009; McKenna, Rooney, & Liesch, 2006; Rooney & McKenna, 2007, 2008) have
produced an important body of work on practical wisdom in the management and organisation fields. This
perspective emphasises that wisdom is essentially about change for the social good. They call this “social
practice wisdom”, a holistic, multifaceted and discursive system “linking mind and social practice to produce
well-being and human flourishing” (Rooney et al., 2010, p. 56).
In developing this holistic model these researchers looked at many different definitions and wisdom
frameworks and from this work constructed their own approach. They summarise this work by describing
social practice wisdom as constituted by five principles (Rooney et al., 2010, p. 57-8). Wisdom is: i) based on
reason and observation; ii) inclusive of non-rational and subjective elements for making judgements; iii)
directed to authentic humane and virtuous outcomes; iv) articulate, aesthetic, and intrinsically rewarding; and
v) practical. Social practice wisdom is interested in the communal outcomes that wise actions result in. Of
central importance here is the role wisdom plays in creating the positive conditions that enable flourishing
communities. This also necessarily entails dealing with the various crises that beset organisations and societies
and the role of leaders in issues such as ethical dilemmas, social and environmental impacts of business and
the role of political ideologies in creating conditions that inhibit or support lasting prosperity.
There are several other researchers who have taken up the concept of phronesis and leadership. Schwartz
(2011) concentrates on the role of personal “character” in wise leadership emphasising that rules and
incentives take the responsibility away from people and limit their capacity to develop wisdom in their own
actions and judgements. Kemmis (2012) looks at the application of phronesis in professional practice. Practical
wisdom is literally the expert embodied engagement of people in their workplace with the details of their
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work. Kemmis wants to reclaim practical wisdom as not only knowledge in the heads of practitioners but also
the ethical outcomes of what they do. As he says, “We not only want good professional practitioners, we want
practitioners who will do good” (Kemmis, 2012, p. 12, emphasis in the original).
The practical wisdom paradigm acknowledges that the state of the earth’s natural environment is an issue
directly related to the study of wisdom (Rooney et al., 2010). They also know that the dualistic manner in
which rational knowledge separates the human and the natural worlds is part of the story of why an
integrative form of knowledge and wisdom management is needed. For example, in their critique of
instrumentalist perspectives towards natural resources, Rooney et al. recognise that technocratic rationality
has led to a “failure to account for and deal with environmental degradation and the unfolding catastrophe of
global warming” (Rooney et al., 2010). They argue for a form of social wisdom where leaders possess
“ontological acuity”, that is, the ability to understand and read the knowledge systems and grounding
assumptions that underlie such things as our relationship with and perspectives on natural environments and
resources. But their formulation of social practice wisdom does not specifically include capacities related to
the natural world.
As with the Sternberg school, there is mention of “environments” and of the “other” in McKenna and Rooney’s
work but these are decidedly social, organisational and work environments as opposed to natural
environments. For example, in their discussion of wise leaders they quite rightly say that they “must have
cognitive complexity; a capacity to deal with complex and ambiguous phenomena in complex environments”
(McKenna, Rooney & Boal, 2009, p. 185). However, the environments referred to here are the social
environments that include multiple levels of human interaction and individual and collective agency. They are
not natural environments. Although they regard wisdom as an essential element in the meeting of
contemporary environmental challenges, there is no primary lens within the social practice wisdom framework
that actually incorporates the human-nature relationship as a conceptual aspect of its theoretical system.
Empirical research
Psychometric (Ardelt, 1997, 2003; Brown & Greene, 2006; Webster, 2007) and neurological (Meeks & Jeste,
2009) studies have been important avenues for theorising wisdom. Ardelt’s Three-Dimensional Wisdom Scale
(3D-WS) defines wisdom as the integration of cognitive, reflective, and affective dimensions (Ardelt, 2003).
Webster’s Self-Assessed Wisdom Scale (Webster, 2007) was constructed after a review of the literature
suggested five integral components of wisdom: emotional regulation; humour; critical life experiences;
reminiscence and life reflection; and openness to experience. Brown’s Wisdom Development Scale (WDS)
involves eight dimensions: self-knowledge, emotional management, altruism; leadership, judgment; life
knowledge, life skills, willingness to learn. There are strong concordances across the conceptual lenses on
which these scales are based. In their review of dimensions employed in empirical research on wisdom, Meeks
and Jeste (2009) found five key components: i) pro-social attitudes/behaviours, ii) pragmatic knowledge, iii)
emotional regulation, iv) self-reflection, (v) tolerance of others, and (vi) tolerance for uncertainty. Again we
find that these dimensions can be applied to dealing with natural environments but there is nothing in them
that relates specifically to the human-nature relationship. In her review of empirical models of wisdom, Ardelt
makes the point that “Most of those models … approach wisdom from the perspective of the social sciences”
(Ardelt 2004, p. 280). Social science disciplines, e.g. psychology, and fields, e.g. organisational behaviour, have
dominated wisdom-related research, and input from environmental and ecological sciences has been lacking.
Summary of review of ancient and contemporary
From the foregoing overview of ancient and contemporary literature we can draw some general conclusions
about how the natural environment has been theorised in wisdom research (see Table 1). We have already
discussed in the review of ancient literature how conceptualisations of wisdom gradually became removed
from the world of nature. This process has been continued in contemporary scientific literature where the
emphasis is on psychological and sociological aspects of wisdom and the application of wise leadership to the
world of contemporary organisations. Wisdom is portrayed as a form of high-functioning psychological and
rational expertise in the realm of human affairs. As Kunzmann and Baltes state:
[W]isdom is inherently an intra- and interpersonal concept in that it considers problems
concerning life meaning and conduct from various perspectives including the self, other people,
or society at large. (Kunzmann & Baltes, 2003, p. 334)
Nature is not a part of this picture. There are intra- and inter-personal relations but no person-nature
relationship mentioned here. Environments are assumed to be psychological, interpersonal, organisational and
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cultural rather than ecological. Wise leaders solve problems and use their abilities to pursue social and
organisational purposes.
Table 1: Wisdom, leadership and the human-environment relationship
Historical
period

Aspect of wisdom

Human-environment relation

Leadership implications

Early wisdom
writings

Wisdom as
pragmatic survival

Nature as expression of multiple
contending gods, human survival
and material existence

Wise leaders appeased the gods
and nature, gave sacrifices

Later biblical
period

Wisdom as moral
law

Nature as expression of God’s will,
as medium for communication

Wise leaders established,
interpreted and upheld basic
codes

Ancient
Greece

Wisdom as
knowledge

Nature as dramatic background for
the foreground of human drama

Wise leaders seek learning and
rational understanding

Medieval
Europe

Wisdom as
mystical
experience

Nature as evil, to be overcome and
transcended

Wise leaders are concerned
purely with divine redemption

European
Renaissance

Wisdom as
humanistic sense

Nature as passive background for
the active foreground of human
drama

Wise leaders are political leaders
who establish peace

Contemporary
science

Wisdom as
psychological and
rational expertise

Nature not present, environments
are assumed to be psychological,
social and interpersonal

Wise leaders have psychological
balance, use rationality to achieve
social/organisational goals

Drawing on these various fields of contemporary research, some summary conclusions can be made regarding
the metatheoretical lenses adopted by wisdom researchers (see Table 2). These lenses include selfknowledge/insight, psychological affect, cognition and behaviour, teleology (that is, the goals and outcomes to
which wisdom is directed), interpersonal communication, the source of motivation, balance and boundaryspanning activity, ethics and morality, attitude towards learning and experience, leadership and decisionmaking, and aesthetic sense. In general there is a strong emphasis on conceptualising very advanced personal
and psychological functioning. For example, the self-regulation of emotion and effect, the capacity for personal
insight and self-knowledge and the attaining of expert knowledge in different forms are all lenses that focus on
psychological qualities which characterise wisdom. Where interpersonal lenses are included, they generally
talk of communicative capacities, leadership and decision-making; in other words, of how wise leaders
perform in social situations. Some conceptualisations do actually conceptualise wisdom as a collective and
social phenomenon. These models use lenses that focus on teleological aspects of wisdom through such goals
as human flourishing, the common good, social cohesion and democratic process.
A number of issues arise from this review. Conceptualisations of wisdom: i) have become more focused on
human and psycho-social qualities, ii) have become more abstracted from concerns with natural environments
and our relationship to them, iii) lack capacities that refer to nature, e.g. awareness of nature, sense of
physical connection, relating to animals/plants/environments, long-term sustainability or environmental
empathy. At the same time, theories of wise leadership: i) emphasise human and organisational environments
but not ecological ones, ii) are applied to social-cultural issues but not to the myriad problems associated with
the pollution or exploitation of natural environments, and iii) are not connected to the large body of research
and ideas on environmental leadership (Boiral, Cayer, & Baron, 2009), responsible leadership (Voegtlin et al.,
2012), green and sustainable management (Marcus & Fremeth, 2009), ethical management (Brown & Treviño,
2006) and knowledge leaderships (Waddock, 2007).
Having identified some key lenses used to conceptualise wisdom in conventional scientific research, and
established the neglect of person-nature elements, we now move to review perspectives on wisdom from
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Indigenous knowledge traditions, views that are known for their emphasis on the natural world and the longterm viability of ecological systems. We seek to import lenses and concepts from this radically different
perspective to provoke novel insights about wisdom and wise leadership in the context of environmental
problems.
Table 2: Lenses through which wisdom has been conceptualised in contemporary science
Metatheoretical lens

Focus of lens

Psychological affect

Self-regulation, acceptance, patience, tolerance, humour, aesthetic sense

Cognition

Forms of knowledge, learning, humour

Personal behaviour

Leadership, altruistic behaviour, decision-making

Telos (the goal of
wisdom)

Human flourishing, well-being, justice, social improvement, democratic process

Interpersonal

Communication, fairness, compassion

Motivation

Intrinsic, compassion, justice, truth

Balance and boundary
spanning

Mind and social practice, self and other selves, emotions and behaviour,
judgement and action

Ethics and morality

Personal values, public good, honesty, compassion

Contemporary Indigenous views
The academic study of wisdom has largely neglected Indigenous perspectives. While Indigenous knowledge
traditions are often oral and story-based, there is a substantial literature dealing with the Indigenous forms of
wisdom and wise leadership (Harris & Wasilewski, 2004; Jacobs & Gidley, 2012; McConchie, O'Donoghue, &
Yunupingu, 2003). Across the world there are many different Indigenous peoples each with their own
languages, stories and systems of knowledge. In Australia alone it is estimated that there were over 250
distinct Aboriginal languages at the time of colonisation (Walsh, 1993, p. 1). Thus, in global and even regional
terms, Indigenous knowledge systems are characterised by a great diversity in language, culture and
knowledge practices. A recent United Nations report on the state of the world’s Indigenous peoples noted that
Indigenous people occupy almost 20 per cent of the earth’s land area and that, with as many as 5,000 different
cultures, Indigenous societies account for the majority of the world’s cultural diversity (United Nations State of
the World’s Indigenous Peoples, 2010).
There is not ‘one’ Indigenous knowledge system nor is there a set of principles that can be extracted from
Indigenous wisdom systems and applied universally across different social, cultural, economic and natural
environments. Jamieson observes that “each Indigenous culture offers a unique perspective, grounded as each
is in a distinctive tradition, location or society” (Jamieson, 2010, p. 165).
However, this does not mean there are not underlying commonalities in thought, logic and metatheoretical
perspectives between Indigenous knowledge systems (Kwaymullina & Kwaymullina, 2010). As Indigenous
scholar Leroy Little Bear observes of Indigenous systems in a North American context, “there is enough
similarity among North American Indian philosophies to apply the concepts generally, even though there may
be individual differences or differing emphasis” (Little Bear, 2000, p. 77). Little Bear outlines five characteristics
of North American Indigenous knowledge systems as being holistic, cyclical or repetitive, generalist, processorientated, and grounded in a particular place (Little Bear, 2000, p. 78). The growing body of scholarly
literature on this subject would suggest that these five characteristics also have some general applicability
internationally for other Indigenous peoples (Berkes & Berkes, 2009; Kwaymullina & Kwaymullina, 2010). So,
while this following summary is particularly informed by Australian Indigenous views, it is proposed that more
general conclusions can be made on the qualities of Indigenous wisdom traditions.
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We claim that it is possible to speak generally of Indigenous systems of wisdom and sustainability provided it is
understood that the application of the manifestation of these concepts is diverse, process-based and grounded
in specific environments.
Indigenous wisdom as relationality
There are fundamental characteristics to the patterns of life that all Indigenous knowledge systems recognise.
There is not an intellectual tradition in Indigenous systems of scepticism. Indigenous philosophies do not ask,
“what is real?” or “is one thing related to another?” As Aboriginal scholar Mary Graham observes, such
questions are products of intellectual traditions that divide thought from matter and subjective from objective
realities (Graham, 2009, p. 76).
Indigenous knowledge systems have developed a different set of questions. The basic assumption is that
everything is related and so the questions concern how forms of existence – human, animal, plant, landscape –
relate to each other and the ways in which these relationships move and transform (Muecke, 2011). This is
often described as the concept of relationality – everything is related and the way life relates is what makes
and remakes the world (Spiller et al., 2011). Indigenous systems have thus developed sophisticated
frameworks for mapping the ever-shifting contexts by which relationships operate. The Maori worldview, for
example, is one where “A relational, belonging worldview with the purpose of serving as a steward of
resources is at the heart of Maori culture” (Spiller et al., 2011, p. 224) .
Because of this relational worldview, Indigenous wisdom is process-based (about how things relate and
change) rather than structure-based (about constituent components). Relationality includes the physical
environment as much as it does people, animals and plants. As Yuin Elder Max Dulumunmun Harrison
observes:
It is important to read the land, to be observant of the changing colour of the leaves, and the
changes in behaviour of the animals, so we become aware and recognise the messages the land
is sending us (Harrison, 2009, p. 51).
In moving from reading the land to being aware of the minute details of ecosystems, Indigenous wisdom can
be described as a multilevel appreciation for ecological relationships. There is intimate knowledge about the
multilevel (micro-, meso-, macro- and mundo-) relationships that make up the world and, through following
systems of customary law, an ability to navigate these relationships in such a way that long-term diversity and
balance is sustained. This kind of complex simplicity characterises Indigenous wisdom (Knutdsen & Suzuki,
1992).
Sources of Indigenous wisdom
Indigenous systems recognise that all life has a role to play in upholding the diversity and on-going richness of
life (Knutdsen & Suzuki, 1992). This means that each form of life must live in a way that does not prevent any
other life form from overreaching its purpose. This is the wisdom of living according to Aboriginal law. Irene
Watson writes:
The law is in all things, it emanates love, caring and sharing, respect for all things. That is how we
kept the land in such a pristine state. The natural world was undeveloped, not because of an
inability to transform the mother, the ruwe – that is the land – but because of a love and
reverence for all things in the natural world (Watson, 2000, p. 4)
More recent research into the cultures of the first Australians provides strong evidence that powerful systems
of management were in operation across the whole continent (Gammage, 2011). The natural environment in
Australia was actually highly developed and based on management templates and landscaping mosaics that
the Indigenous people created and maintained. This management process was part of their customary Law
and it guided all aspects of moral and cultural life.
The sacredness of other forms of life was a central aspect of the Law. Human purposes were pursued in a
context where the purpose of other animals, plants, and natural systems were respected. If this was not done,
the whole would become disrupted and imbalanced. This portrays an integrated view where there is “no
separation between society and individual, culture and nature, nor society and environment” (Adam &
Kneeshaw, 2008, p. 225). In their discussion of how Maori cultural values can enhance organisational
performance, Spiller, Pio, Erakovic and Henare argue a “relational wisdom approach” is inherent in Maori ways
of life and doing business and that this ethic can reframe economic activity and move it from a place where
profit and growth comes at the expense of ecological systems to one where it enhances those systems and the
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people and communities who depend on them. They propose “a wisdom position through an ethic of
kaitiakitanga or stewardship to emphasize and illustrate the interconnectedness of life in a woven universe”
(Spiller et al., 2011, p. 224). For example, Indigenous peoples hunt and eat animals, but their systems do not
subscribe to processes of intensively confining and farming an animal in such a manner that would prevent the
animal from carrying out its purpose in the world. In this sense Indigenous wisdom is not anthropocentric but
eco-centric, in that it is sourced from the relationships of life. The patterns of Indigenous logic, science, society
and culture flow from the patterns of reality as seen and experienced in nature. Thus, Indigenous wisdom is
not only directly connected with natural environments, as is often not the case in Western conceptualisations,
it is defined by and emerges out of relationship with nature.
Indigenous wisdom and natural environments
When Indigenous people create frameworks for relationships they situate the big vision within the small
vision, patterns and models must overlap and interconnect. As Indigenous scholars Deloria and Wildcat
observe:
Wherever possible the larger cosmos was represented and reproduced to provide a context in
which ceremonies could occur. Thus, people did not feel alone; they participated in cosmic
rhythms. (Deloria & Wildcat, 2001, p. 26)
Thus, Indigenous systems model and reproduce the whole within the specific. This allows for the kind of
detailed levels of classificatory knowledge that Western science excels in, but in the Indigenous view,
knowledge is always contextualised and situated within a bigger picture. Indigenous systems do not ask if it is
better to be a generalist or a specialist, or if a principle is more important than an outcome. These binaries or
dualities are never formulated to begin with because of a holistic vision that treats these concepts as
indivisible. Modelling the whole in the part allows for a different series of questions and processes to be
engaged in when attempting to make wise decisions. In other words, if the vision in which important questions
are posed is reductive, then the ‘answers’ may not be wise, because relationships are being evaluated in
isolation. A bigger vision provides a more robust framework for understanding how relationships correlate and
function.
The other important aspect of the application of Indigenous wisdom is the recognition that relationships are
not static but are in continual flux. Little Bear observes that of the moving nature of the world “constant
motion or flux leads to a holistic and cyclical view of the world. If everything is constantly moving and
changing, then one has to look at the whole to begin to see patterns” (Little Bear, 2000). Indigenous systems
knowledge and experience provide a grid of knowing held in the mind as a map; that finds its source in the
world, but is not imposed on the world in an absolute sense because it allows for a constantly updating picture
of the shifting contexts of relationships. When Indigenous systems model the whole in the part they create a
responsive framework built on shifting relationships. This might superficially appear to create uncertainty, in
that it is not a model that is defined and absolute, but it is an approach that is highly responsive and adaptive
to change. Indigenous systems operate on a long observed understanding that there is an inherent
predictability in the fundamental nature of relationships. A relationship that is prevented from relating is
unhealthy and an unhealthy relationship will always lead to an unwise outcome – if not in the short term, then
certainly further down the line. Thus, modelling the part in the whole is both a responsive and predictive
approach to acting in wise ways in the world.
The importance of Indigenous wisdom to the maintenance of biodiversity has been recognised for some time,
and led renowned geographer Bernard Nietschmann to posit his “rule of Indigenous environments”
(Nietschmann, 1992, p. 3), that where there are Indigenous peoples with a homeland then there will be rich
and flourishing ecologies and biological environments. A recent United Nations report on the State of the
World’s Indigenous Peoples noted that Indigenous peoples inhabit areas that have high biological diversity
indicating that human occupation and settlement are not incompatible with ecological diversity (United
Nations State of the World’s Indigenous peoples, 2010).
It is no accident that Indigenous cultures have created and sustainably managed rich, natural ecosystems.
Indigenous societies used powerful technologies to shape and manage their environs, much as modern
industrial societies do, but the outcome of that management was on-going natural diversity. Bill Gammage has
provided immense detail on how this was done in his book, The Biggest Estate: How Aborigines created
Australia (2011). For the Indigenous peoples of Australia, the interweaving of legal, spiritual, religious and
cultural life created an ethical imperative to care for, maintain and revere their “country”.
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The concept of country is a crucial one in aboriginal culture. Country is a living and diverse concept that can
mean “a nourishing terrain” (Rose, 1996), a particular place, a general concept for the sacred and a specific
custodial relationship between a person, tribe or community to their lands (Graham, 1999). Abundance in
cultural, economic, and biological life flowed out of this ethic of caring for country. Gammage (2011, p. 138)
says that:
A rich and time-eating spiritual life builds on abundance, not poverty. In the driest and most fireprone continent on earth, abundance was not natural. It was made by skilled, detailed and
provident management of country.
In Indigenous knowledge traditions the whole of the socio-cultural system is shaped around reciprocal
relationships with local natural environments. This includes systems of governance and leadership, economy,
exchange and trade, language, social, religions and cultural practices and more broadly Indigenous life worlds
and worldviews.
Summary of review of Indigenous wisdom traditions
Table 3 provides a summary of metatheoretical lenses that can be used to characterise wisdom and wise
leadership in Indigenous knowledge systems. Perhaps the most important of these is relationality, the principle
that connects and inter-relates the different spheres of Indigenous life. Each thing has a relationship with each
other thing and with the totality of all things. Hence relationships are not only multidimensional but also
multilevel in that the micro-world of personal experience has direct implications for macro-worlds of
community and “country”.
Table 3: Lenses through which wisdom has been conceptualised in Indigenous traditions
Metatheoretical Lens

Focus of Lens

Radical relationality and
process

Interpersonal and social relations, environmental relations, metaphysical
relations, relationships are multilevel and multidimensional, navigating the
process complexities that arise from relationality

Ethics of integrated
sacredness

Respect, sacredness of natural world, custodial ethic of caring for “country”

Balance

Preservation and flourishing of all life systems (human, animal, plant,
environmental, etc)

Multilevel ecology (Holism
and interconnectivity)

Intuitive experience and cultural assumption of the connectedness between,
and mutual co-creation of, human and environmental systems

Intergenerational
temporality

The time dimension, intergenerational, long-term, cyclical, process-related

Elders and heritage (wise
leadership)

Embodied heritage, holders of story, knowledge and history

Indigenous views on wisdom are specifically related to the personal in the respect given to wise elders in the
community. However, rather than seeing elders as just possessing wise qualities, it is more that they are
holders of heritage and history through their transmission of story and embodied knowledge. Harrison has
spoken about indigenous elders’ sense of responsibility in communicating their knowledge. In the book Elders:
Wisdom from Australia's Indigenous Leaders, Harrison says of his own sense of leadership:
I'm here to teach people let’s be reconciled with the Mother, with Mother Earth. If we can
reconcile with the Mother, then we can breathe the air and walk together in harmony. Every part
of this land is sacred; this teaching is the most important part of our survival. It is our home, we
live here together. This is reconciliation, to look each other in the eye and know this equally.
(Harrison, 2003, p. 2)
While the shifting contexts in which wisdom might be lived are diverse and complex, those that act in ways
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that balance and sustain healthy natural and human relationships are wise leaders and those that do not are
foolish. The moral implications of wise and unwise leadership are central to most Indigenous creation stories
(Greene, Tramacchi, & Gill, 1992, p. 5). Thus, many statements of Indigenous wisdom such as ‘we are all
related’, ‘respect the land’ and ‘never take more than you need’ are simple, direct moral instructions from
which complex social, economic, cultural and environmental processes unfold.
Indigenous perspectives on wisdom emphasise the connectedness and the interpenetration of time, space and
relationship. This holds particularly true for the lens of time which not only takes a longer term view of the
implications of actions on future generations but sees the welfare of the future and the honouring of the past
as a present responsibility.

METATHEORETICAL REFLECTIONS ON BIG PICTURE WISDOM
If we compare the meta-theoretical overviews of conventional and Indigenous perspectives on wisdom we can
find several commonalities but also some important differences. There is agreement in the view that wisdom
is something that both connects and crosses different boundaries. While the conventional scientific emphasis
is on finding connections across personal boundaries so that personal integrity is highlighted, in Indigenous
understandings boundary crossing occurs much more in terms of social and broader environmental
connections. It could be said that where scientific views emphasise personal integrity, Indigenous views
emphasise bio-social integrity, that is, a wisdom that connects people and natural environments across
ecological and temporal boundaries. This is not simply a contrast between individual versus collective
perspectives. The indigenous perspective assumes complete interdependence across social and ecological
environments. The second area of shared focus is that wisdom can be found in the personhood of wise
individuals and particularly in their capacity to lead, display and pass on knowledge and to give wise counsel.
Once again, however, there is a difference in how this lens is treated. Where the scientific perspective
emphasises psychological dimensions such as emotional regulation, tolerance and cognitive expertise, the
Indigenous expression of this lens sees wise individuals as transmitters of socio-cultural heritage. They embody
not just a life-time of personal experience but generations of cultural experience.
One important difference that is evident from these meta-theoretical summaries is that where conventional
scientific understandings focus on the human world of personal and social wisdom, Indigenous worldviews
speak of wisdom within a much more connected matrix of the human, the natural, the historical, the
environmental and the communal. To be a wise leader cannot be separated from participating in the relational
life of one's “country”. This relationality lens plays out most particularly in Indigenous attitudes towards place
and the natural world where a concept of “sacred geography” and “sacred sites” (Basso, 1996 ) lies at the
heart of what it means to be wise. We have called this the “sacred ecology lens” because it involves a sense of
spiritual connectedness that includes and balances multiple human and biological systems.
A second important point of differentiation between conventional and Indigenous understandings lies in the
timeframe in which wisdom is contextualised. Although there is some reference to long-term perspective
taking and future-orientated decision-making, in the scientific study of wisdom these elements are not
regarded as core “metaheuristics” (Baltes & Staudinger, 2000) of what it means to be wise. In contrast,
Indigenous views assume the intergenerational, the long-term as a framing for any discussion of what wisdom
might mean. Intergenerational factors are inherent to wise processes and decisions. Furthermore the
interconnectedness of relations cannot be separated from this inclusive time lens. As Dumont puts it:
Our present day [Indigenous] thinking is inclusive of the legacy of our ancestors and of what our
ancestors are waiting for us to do. Our thoughts also include the future generations, recognizing
that they are already looking back toward us with the awareness that our decisions and our
actions are impacting them. It is a living past, a living future, and we are the living connection in
between. Indigenous intelligence is active on all these levels. (Dumont, 2005, para. 5)

CONCLUSION
In this paper we have carried out a metatheoretical review of ancient, scientific and Indigenous perspectives
on wisdom and its relationship to the natural environment. We have blended ideas from diverse cultural and
theoretical domains to provide a source for theory-building in the fields of wise leadership and its application
to environmental management. This has been an exercise in what Oswick and his colleagues call “anomalous
reasoning”, an approach to theory-building which “compares disparate and unrelated domains on the basis of
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similarities” (Oswick et al., 2011, p. 333). Anomalous reasoning is an abstract form of ideas blending and
involves identifying resemblances and connections across diverse domains to produce new insights.
Including both conventional and Indigenous lenses opens the possibility of an expanded form of “big picture”
wisdom that can be applied to global sustainability challenges. The special place given to relationality, multilevel interconnectivity, temporality, ecological sacredness and wise leadership in Indigenous perspectives
offers particularly exciting possibilities in this regard. Conventional scientific understandings of wisdom do not
possess these perspectives. From this point of view, Indigenous perspectives on wisdom offer some important
contributions that may be vital for addressing current global challenges, particularly those of an environmental
or sustainability nature.
These Indigenous lenses also alert us to perspectives on wisdom that, while currently not present in the
scientific literature on wisdom and wise leadership, may be found in other scientific domains. For example, in
comparing scientific and Indigenous perspectives on wisdom it’s apparent that scientific theories have
neglected the lenses of temporality, relationality and spirituality, particularly as regards human relationships
with the natural world. However, these lenses are present in some theories coming from sustainability
research. One of the most commonly used definitions of sustainability specifically includes the lens of
intergenerational timeframes (World Commission On Environment and Development, 1987). Similarly,
multilevel interconnectivity has been a common lens used to view human and natural environment relations.
For example, Starik and Rands’ development of a multilevel/multisystem web of relationships describes a
model in which the “relationships between the organization and entities at the individual, organizational,
political-economic, social-cultural, and ecological environment levels are examined” (Starik & Rands, 1995, p.
908). This model basically says that different levels/systems are embedded in each other in a way that any of
them represents a whole by its own but at the same time is a part of the system at the higher level. There are
very strong connections here with Indigenous views on wisdom.
To respond adequately to the environmental challenges that now confront organisations, wise leaders and
wise communities of leaders will be needed who collectively possess the qualities described by conventional
perspectives on wisdom. Such leaders and leadership groups will have emotional maturity, respect for
pluralism, expert knowledge in relevant fields, be able to take action that inspires confidence and engaged
followership in themselves and others, and have strong personal morality and ethical commitments that are
based on core values and cross-cultural norms of conduct. These elements will be balanced with practical and
strategic capacities for enacting decisions and creating concrete change. However this matrix of abilities will
require additional capacities to develop decisions and action that address the global scale of complex
environmental challenges. Wise leaders and leadership will also need to develop an intergenerational
perspective on the temporal aspects of decisions and their implications, will ground their strategies and plans
on an assumption that social and ecological systems are radically interdependent, and they will also need to
derive their ethical responsibilities from a deep sense of the sacred connectedness of the human and the
natural.
A number of implications emerge from this discussion for the development of wisdom research. First, the
unique lenses used in Indigenous knowledge traditions need to be incorporated more systematically into
current research. Second, that process cannot occur without a deeper general engagement with Indigenous
cultures. Third, wisdom research has tended to neglect the relationship between wisdom and global crisis and
how wisdom might contribute to meeting these challenges. Fourth, we have seen that scientific disciplines and
fields such as sustainability, deep ecology and environmental science share with Indigenous sciences a number
of core meta-theoretical lenses that can contribute to a more globally engaged understanding of wisdom. A
greater engagement with these ideas has much to contribute to understanding wisdom and its practical
application to the challenges of contemporary times.
Over a decade ago, a number of leading researchers published an important statement on the rise of
sustainability science (Kates et al., 2001). The statement concluded with the authors posing ten core research
questions on meeting “fundamental human needs while preserving the life-support systems of planet Earth”
(Kates et al., 2001, p. 641). The first question they posed was this:
How can the dynamic interactions between nature and society ... be better incorporated into
emerging models and conceptualizations that integrate the Earth system, human development,
and sustainability? (Kates et al., 2001)
Indigenous worldviews represent a deep and relatively untapped resource for addressing this crucial question.
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Indigenous worldviews offer a unique source of wisdom for making sense of the relationship between nature
and society. The scientific study of wisdom and wise leadership has much to gain from engaging with
Indigenous lenses of intergenerationality, radical relationality, multi-level ecology and integrated sacredness.
Reflecting on the deep connections and potential learning that might occur between contemporary and
indigenous wisdom traditions, Kxao Moses ╪Oma and Axel Thoma point out that:
Our wisdom traditions and scientific practices are rooted in Indigenous ways of seeing the world
that have been around for scores of millennia and in fact have functioned to preserve precious
resources of Mother Earth and the natural world, and must be valued and not exploited. (╪Oma
& Thoma, 2006, p. 18)
A big picture understanding of wisdom that integrates indigenous and scientific perspectives on wisdom and
wise leadership will be crucial in building a global, intergenerational capacity for sustaining human and
biological systems.
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Leadership dreaming
Claire Jankelson

Macquarie Graduate School of Management

BACKGROUND
The inspiration for this piece arose with the first Spirituality, Leadership and Management Conference held at
the University of Western Sydney in 1999. Having migrated from South Africa five years earlier, I had grown up
through the terrible years of apartheid and left just as Mandela was inaugurated as President. With the recent
passing of Mandela and the growing understanding of how sharply and remarkably he manifested the overlays
of spirituality, leadership and management, it seems apt to use this piece to consider how leadership and
management can be imbued with spirituality in a living and embodied way.
1

2

Leadership Dreaming works with ideas about leadership in an imaginal and psychological way. Like a process
of dwelling in the phenomenon, I have attempted to break from analysis of the phenomenon towards an
3
exploration where meaning is found or created. I have tried to use imagination and reverie to bring an
aesthetic sensibility to the phenomenon. “Imagination is not, as its etymology would suggest, the faculty of
forming images of reality; rather it is the faculty of forming images which go beyond reality, which sing reality”
(Bachelard 1987, p.15). Bachelard says that reverie enlarges our lives by letting in that which is usually hidden.
I have therefore stepped out of a utilitarian consciousness to be drawn into the phenomenon in order to
explore it as a witness rather than a critic.

INTRODUCTION
The capacity for good leadership seems to be a psychologically, emotionally and spiritually based capacity that
certainly goes beyond organisational position. It is manifest in particular individuals at particular times,
although it appears that some people carry a heavier mantle of leadership than others. The word leadership
often jars for me, as it evokes something distant, something unattainable. I want to consider how to bring the
phenomenon closer rather than allow it to drift further away.
The current edges of one’s leadership are also the edges of one’s experience. To go beyond these or even to
operate at one’s leading edge is to tip over the edge and notice the dreaming. The dreaming manifests as an
almost unconscious and unnoticed process with frequent little thoughts that bubble up like a fountain. A
conversational process and sometimes one’s reflections may reach into this fount. In order to explore these
arenas, the normal bounds of leadership are loosened and the phenomenon is expanded back to a personal
and creative responsiveness. This is achieved through deconstructing the notions of leadership and of
dreaming. Dreaming is framed as a source of creativity and of creative response. What happens when
Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to Dr Claire Jankelson, Macquarie Graduate
School of Management. email: Claire.jankelson@gmail.com

1

The name Leadership dreaming is the wish to consider leadership in a more contemplative way. Just as
Aboriginal people have a dreaming for each of the animal and bird species, I want to capture a broad vision
that can track ideas without a set path, and yet following the path itself is an expression of what I am trying to
more deeply understand. An anomalous desire, indeed!
2

Hillman (1992) speaks of the imaginal as being a reflective speculation. The world of the imagination is the
only mode of access to knowledge of the soul and the fantasy-image is at the base of every feeling and
observation. Imaginative processes are therefore the basis of the mind and of experience.

3

Moustakas (1990) refers to the idea of ‘indwelling’ as a turning inward to find a deeper, more extended
comprehension of the quality of human experience. This is like an unwavering gaze into some facet of human
experience to understand its constituent qualities and its wholeness.
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leadership reaches towards the dreaming?
“Leadership dreaming” is a reflective and personal essay that explores the basis of actions that appear to be of
an inspirational nature. These are actions that may touch or move one emotionally because of their surprising
and appropriate nature. This essay questions the nature of leadership that is embodied, actions that are
somehow inspired, and the kind of preparation needed to develop an inner readiness for such action.
I invite the reader into an imaginal exploration of leadership, through my South African experience of
leadership and great change, and through my imagination. What follows is more like contemplation about
leadership than an analysis.

A SHORT STORY – THE INAUGURATION
th

The night of May 10 1994 is probably not one that has lived on in your memory. Two events
happened on that day. The one was the announcement of the latest Federal Budget by the
Australian Labor Party. The second was the inauguration of President Nelson Mandela in South
Africa. Having immigrated to Australia from South Africa only three months earlier, I had a
desperate need to watch every moment of this momentous inauguration and was extremely
frustrated because I had to watch the Budget, which dominated the television space and limited
coverage of the foreign event to a minimum.
The inauguration was a celebration, a triumph of the forces of good over evil. It was captured in
the personality and the supreme leadership figure that Mandela represented. Here was a man
who had retained his vision, his ‘dream’ over a 27-year period of incarceration; a man who is
Black; a member of the often oppressed peoples of the world. The event had a sense of the
magical or the extraordinary. It was unrecognisable in any terms other than that of a dream being
realised. The extent of its peaceful realisation could never have been planned for – ten years, five
years or even one year before. Being a South African had previously carried a sense of shame for
me; this night, I experienced enormous pride as well as a longing to participate in the work that
would be needed in the years ahead.

THE PROCESS: A DREAMING AND A REALISATION
The experience of the preceding years, especially the pain of the 1970s and 1980s in South Africa, makes the
inauguration event seem magnificent and, contextualised within the supreme work and effort of countless
people, a simply appropriate and beautiful resolution. This crowning moment was part of a dream that was
claimed by many people, ordinary people.
For about a decade before this monumental event, various groups of people had begun taking the risk of
crossing the racial divide. Women had been illegally meeting in small gatherings. Multicultural youth programs
were created. Some businesses had been taking affirmative action to address past injustices and to overcome
apartheid-created boundaries. Countless other individuals and groups displayed acts of courage in taking steps
towards creating a more just society. Each of these attempts involved great risk and even attracted physical
danger to the participants. Most were illegal. Punishment resulted in incarceration or death. Courageous
action was often thwarted. Depression and hopelessness were close companions amongst the population in
the country at that time.
Personally, as an English-speaking white South African, I had always felt marginalised in that society. There
were two major players in the battleground: the white Afrikaner regime and the Black majority parties (the
African National Congress (ANC) or the Black Consciousness movement). Whilst my ethical vote and
identification was clearly with the Black majority, I was acutely aware that I was not a part of that cultural
group. I supported the downfall of the government, and passively accepted the seemingly inevitable revolution
and bloodshed that would necessarily follow. It was either that or the maintenance of an impossibly racist and
immoral regime. This was the situation through the 1970s and until the early 1980s, when a significant turning
point in the way of conceptualising outcomes for South Africa arose.
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Clem Sunter, an executive with Anglo American, had been working with the scenario planning team of the
1
Shell Oil Company. In 1985, he lectured and launched a book that changed the conceptualisation of two
2
seemingly dismal outcomes for South Africa and offered a new vision for the future of the country. He spoke
of a ‘high road’ and a ‘low road’ vision for the future of South Africa. The high road acknowledged the
unsustainability of both apartheid and the current levels of violence and bloodshed of the Black movements. It
offered a vision for a future or transitional governance that included representatives of all racial groups
participating in the creation of a shared future with an open political and economic system. Business would be
a major player in forging this way ahead. Strangely, this was not a scenario that had publicly been expressed
before. The low road meant that any one of the major players would control the outcome. It was not relevant
which player had that role – either the Afrikaner minority apartheid government or one of the Black
3
movements. Each solution excluded the other groups. As the two possible scenarios were fleshed out, it was
realised that either of the visions was possible. Scenario planning itself is a dreaming process, for it is a
dreaming into possible visions for the future. Suddenly there was the idea of a dream that was inclusive and
broad-based; although it was accepted that the transition might not be peaceful. The vision was inclusive and
belonged to all of us, as ordinary people, irrespective of particular orientation.
This was inspiring. I began to believe that I had a part in the creation of the future of the country. Dreams of
change were already arising in the hearts and souls of many people, but the possibility of a democratic and
non-violent way of creating it was new. This way of thinking invited all racial groups to participate; it thereby
offered the potential for the population to free itself from an endemic, self-protective, fear-based response to
the country’s predicament. Soon, many unpredictable quarters of the population, including the intelligentsia of
the conservative apartheid movement, began to share in this vision of a high road. This development started
4
occurring about five years before De Klerk’s historic speech in February 1990.
The process of dreaming a new nation into being was a long and incredibly arduous one, characterised by pain,
doubt and frequently, disillusionment. The possibility of coming through the years of apartheid without a
massive loss of life had always seemed remote. Now, Mandela, in becoming President of the South African
nation, reflected back to the nation what it was already demanding. The inauguration itself became an
important symbolic world event. It represented peaceful liberation, political fairness and a leader who
assumed worldwide heroic proportions.

THE CONCEPT OF LEADERSHIP
Working with, reading and thinking about leadership over the past number of years, I am struck by how young
and actually immature our conception of this subject still is. People may either like or dislike leaders. They
meet one’s approval or they do not. The very notion of leadership conjures up literal meanings as individuals,
cultures and communities. Expectations of the population are for leaders to be cloaked in heroism.
I partially regret using Nelson Mandela as the exemplar of a leader in my story, because he distracts us into the
common notion of leaders as being people on a pedestal, somehow apart from ourselves. He thereby easily
becomes a heroic figure and far beyond the capacities of an ordinary person. Moreover, being the attractive
and praiseworthy person that he is, he typifies many of the qualities people imagine would be desirable in all
1

Clem Sunter is now a motivational speaker on the South African speakers’ circuit. He is the author of several
books, including a recently published book on the AIDS crisis in South Africa. His book, The High Road – Where
are we now (1984), emerged out of his work with the Shell scenario planning group.

2

Further information about the Shell scenario process can be found in Jaworski (1996, p.148). Jaworski was
chairman of the Shell scenario group for 4 years.

3

At this stage, the Black Consciousness (BC) movement and the ANC (African National Congress) were not very
different in ideology. It could be said that BC was more exclusive of white people but both had already been
driven to militaristic solutions and were determined to achieve power, albeit with violence.

4

De Klerk was President of South Africa in the years before Mandela was elected President. In February 1990,
his address to parliament shocked South Africans because he permitted (cancelled the ban on) all the
previously prohibited organisations and indicated that Nelson Mandela would be released from his more than
27-year incarceration.
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leaders. My belief, however, is that while he is a highly capable and sensitive man, his leadership encompasses
far more than him as an individual; the people of the country have played a significant role in creating the
possibility for him to play his role. The relationship between him and the country is intricately connected. He
has come into his role because of the South African country with its particular history and its readiness for his
leadership at a specific moment in time.
This unfolding story provides the strands that I see as intrinsic to developing and expanding a conception of
leadership that challenges an authoritarian, hierarchical and egotistical notion which may be held.
These include:
•

The years in South Africa preceding Mandela’s leadership were fraught with pain, doubt and
struggles. Real change involves painful and difficult processes.

•

Countless people and groups, constituting a multitude of small and large acts of courage, all
contributed to the leadership that Mandela represents.

•

Leadership is much more than something controlled by one person – it represents a shared dreaming.

•

Leadership emerged out of that situation and was not imposed onto it.

•

Extensive preparations over many years were carried out by Mandela and the people. This long and
arduous task is romantically captured only in retrospect.

•

Behaviour change is a reflection of an underlying dreaming; the latter is forgotten in the drama of the
action. This cannot be simply imposed on a situation – it emerges out of a larger group process.

•

It is easier to see the dream in retrospect.

•

Business/corporate leaders are fundamentally well-placed for effecting change that can benefit the
world. These professionals led the way with many of the changes implemented.

This was a huge event of change and leadership. Yet there is a kind of intimacy to it, for the leadership that
was embodied by Mandela subtly touches everyone. The very nature of being touched implies a relationship
with or between oneself and the leadership. An ironic aspect of this process is that whilst this change and
leadership could not have been anticipated, in its manifestation it is recognisable as being almost obvious.
Because it was the manifestation of such a broadly felt dream, it is as though the changes that eventuated
were enabled rather than directed by the leadership concerned. Nothing has been forced, and yet change has
transpired. Peter Senge, in The Dance of Change, refers to this kind of change as being profound change, for
profound literally means ‘a movement towards the fundamental’ (Senge 1999, p.15) where the emphasis is on
both inner and outer changes. These cannot be easily quantified or predictable.

THE QUESTION OF LEADERSHIP IN CHANGE
Where does this kind of leadership come from? Who is responsible for it? What is it, really? These are big
questions that invite more of a speculative response than definite answers. The asking itself is a soulful activity
1
and these questions offer the possibility of a more soulful approach to leadership. But what is meant by ‘soul’
or ‘soulful’? Hillman (1992, p. xvi) offers the following psychological understanding of soul and soul-making
activity:
By soul I mean, first of all, a perspective rather than a substance, a viewpoint towards things
rather than a thing itself. This perspective is reflective; it mediates events and makes differences
between ourselves and everything that happens. Between events, between the doer and the
deed, and us there is a reflective moment – and soul-making means differentiating this middle
ground.
A logical step needs to be taken here. It is as follows: when profound change happens and it is found to
resonate with those who are affected by it, the possibility exists that it was already in the field or in the

1

‘Soul’ or ‘soulful’ is a form of description that is particularly evocative, psychological but also difficult to
define. Hillman (1996) has inspired most of my ideas about soul.
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dreaming of those people. As Yeats expresses it: “It is dreams that lift us to the flowing, changing world that
the heart longs for” (cited in Moss, 1996, p. 33)
Both the terms ‘dreaming’ and ‘leadership’ are burdened by their connotations. I intend to offer a somewhat
fresher approach to each of them and show how they complement one another. I will show that leadership
without the dreaming component is actually out of touch with reality; furthermore, the way to peoples’ inner
1
leadership is through their dreaming.

Towards open-mindedness
I have introduced several new concepts above. Their fullness and applicability will unfold. Further, I would like
to suggest that some of the following ideas and theorising may seem vague and not tightly defined. Much is
personal and in formation. These ideas are still on the edges of my own thinking. I notice the ideas maintain
fluidity that is identical to the content they describe. My belief is that excessive clarity and certainty maintain
our conceptions of the world in a fixed form and may prevent new ways of understanding, ways that our souls
are longing for. I therefore invite you, the reader, to read on with an open mind.

FROM INSPIRATION TO PERSONALISATION
Mandela’s presidential inauguration in April 1994 was a big occasion, a major event of fairytale proportions,
one that the entire world could be moved by and share. Each person and each nation finds their meaning in
that event in accordance with what matters most to them. They may wonder what effect this event may have
on their part of the world; they may consider its effect on the diamond price, even feel a little envious and
wish that their country had such a fine President; they may have their belief in humanity temporarily restored.
Their thoughts may even be, “If this could happen in South Africa, why, it could happen anywhere!”
At the time, and for weeks, months and years after, people everywhere have dreamt into Mandela’s
presidency. Mandela is one of the precious few in the world who has been in a major leadership role and
whose leadership has had an inspirational nature. He has touched and continues to touch many people
2
through his actions. I include myself in that list.
But what meaning or substance does this have? The leader is experienced as a hero figure, someone separate
from oneself. The terms ‘we are touched’, ‘he is inspirational’ or ‘he is so brave’ remain as ideas or
idealisations. The business of ‘touching’ is romantic and flimsy. It is insufficient to simply think about or
glamourise his qualities. The leader, in his visible role, holds the potential to awaken the inner leader that is
3
dormant within oneself. However, it requires a more conscious and active dreaming into the particular
qualities and a creative action for any actual change to transpire within oneself because of another person’s
influence. The creative value of the inspiration that someone can offer comes through the reflection on and
personalising what and how those qualities that are admired, manifest or do not manifest themselves in one’s
4
own life. That is, in order to take on the mantle of leadership oneself, it requires a shift in one’s thinking from
admiration of something outside of oneself to integration within oneself so that the origin of action derives
from oneself. However, this is not how the effects of leadership are generally conceptualised.

DISTANCING AND AWAKENING
Copious books and articles have been and continue to be written on the subject of leadership. The notion of
1

I use the term ‘inner leadership’ in relation to subjective and personally motivated or authored actions of
leadership.

2

This is borne out when I run workshops on leadership and invite people to volunteer the names of leaders
who have inspired them. The name Mandela is usually on the list.

3

I use the masculine voice since I am using Mandela as the example in this case.

4

I believe that the qualities that we admire in another are only useful insofar as they are personalised and
their particular manifestation in our own lives understood. My supposition here is that we project onto
another what we long for in our own lives. However, there is energy in this projection if it is applied and
reflected on in relation to the self.
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leadership is widely researched. So many people claim to understand, to know and to show others what it
requires to be an effective leader. The ingredients needed to lead are spoken of with clarity and a carefully
considered logic. The assumption is made that leadership can be neatly defined, wrapped up and packaged.
Formulations are stated where the attributes of effective leadership are prescriptive and generic. If one takes
the leadership of Mandela as an example, it is surely quite easy to note the many qualities of leadership that
appear to shine out of Mandela’s portfolio of capacities. The tendency among writers and change agents is to
carefully examine the particular qualities that Mandela reflects, and then to extrapolate from him (and maybe
a few other leaders) to arrive at conclusions about what leadership is and therefore what is needed for
someone to be a leader. This rather mechanistic way of thinking continues to dominate the current literature
on leadership.
Peter Block (1998), author and co-founder of a new school for managing, argues that as a concept, leadership
is a distraction from the meaning and the value of an inner leadership. The creation of a hero figure is like
creating a god. With a god comes the possibility and conditions for also creating the devil. Although he does
not state as such, it appears that the devil is the denial of what he calls peer accountability and civic
1
engagement. The very attraction to the term leadership goes against the authentic change and
transformation being sought. The concept takes people outside of themselves and into the world of others,
those on the stage as leaders at the time. Leadership is thereby couched in terms that keep their distance from
people’s direct experience; its place is comfortable in the authority of the intellect or the abstract. Perhaps it
even bears resemblance to the way love is often thought of. It is dreamed of, generalised, idealised and
written about but kept at arm’s length. Brilliant ideas, even poetry, are generated but they are maintained as
ideas.
Further developing this contrast between maintaining ideas at a distance and awakening to one’s own
capacities, psychoanalyst Carl Jung speaks of people’s capacity to admire others rather than bringing their own
gold. His language is couched in psychological terms when he emphasises that people sterilise themselves by
2
casting off their own shadows. Hillman (1992) also draws on Jung to emphasise our love of hero-worship. He
continues with the penetrating idea that it is easier to get the skeletons out of the closet than it is to get gold
out of the shadow. People are more frightened of their nobility than they are of their dark sides. They project
their gold out onto others, anyone else, which is why they indulge in hero-worship.
Worshipping or simply admiring others maintains a safe distance from self-examination. In that admiration,
3
there is a source and therefore, the potential or energy for recognising the projection. That admiration comes
from within an individual and in order to get the gold out of the projection, the uncomfortable act of selfreflection and ownership of the projection is required. This implies the willingness to be the author of one’s
thoughts and take the concomitant responsibility that comes with authorship or personal authority. The
implication here is that people have the capacity and the responsibility to take back or own their projections
and thereby awaken to themselves. I think of this capacity as being a reflection of personal or inner leadership.
Owning one’s projection is consistent with these oft-quoted lines that are incorrectly attributed to Mandela:
Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate.
Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond measure.
4
It is our light, not our Darkness, that most frightens us.
Theodore Zeldin, Oxford scholar and member of the European Academy and a fervent advocate for
1

He is arguing that our lifestyle is getting progressively more isolationist in its structure and the lack of
community results in individuals not taking citizenship responsibilities. This in turn leads to greater isolation
and total trust is placed in the hands of leaders.

2

The ‘shadow’ is here taken as the darker or unlit aspects of oneself. This is not saying that these are negative
aspects, but rather that they are unexamined parts of oneself (Bly, 1988).

3

A projection is the process of attributing a quality onto another without realising that the origin of the
attribution also carries that quality.

4

These words are said to be part of Mandela’s inaugural speech but are not. It is interesting how they have
been misquoted and attributed to him; quite feasibly, as he could have said them. They are in fact from
Williamson (1992). The correction is alluded to on the website included with the reference.
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conversation, agrees with this idea when he says the imitation of heroes has always been feeble. He suggests
that real heroism happens when two people engage in conversation, for therein lies a journey of creativity and
1
discovery. Furthermore, in this kind of engagement, people bring their own inner leadership to bear. I want
to explore further and examine more deeply what is meant by this term ‘inner leadership’ and how it might be
manifest in action.

LEADERSHIP WITH SPIRIT
In the final analysis, we count for something only because of the essential we embody, and if we
do not embody that, life is wasted.
C G Jung (1977, p. 325)
2

When Mandela was incarcerated on Robben Island, he had no formal role of leadership. In spite of this, he
maintained a consistent capacity for flexibility, resourcefulness and creativity in creating improved conditions
for all the inmates. There are many examples of this, including: developing a relationship with his cell warden;
making Robben Island a place of study; risking smuggling out his writings in order to continue the work of the
ANC; his discipline in personal well-being; and a continuous, uncompromising dedication to the South African
struggle beyond his sphere. Surely most people would have succumbed to the constraints of the situation and
become a dispirited victim. My belief is that he maintained an inner strength and faith through the small acts
he performed. He also thus maintained the spirit to continue his work.

INSPIRED AND EMBODIED 3
People discuss leadership and conduct intelligent workshops on this subject without feeling affected. They
remain unchanged, maintaining the comfort of their known ways of operating. By maintaining these divisions,
people speak of things without feeling them or noticing what happens in their bodies while they do. Inspired
means imbued with spirit. Spirit is breath, life or force. William James (cited in Bly, 1988, p. 70), philosopher
and father of American psychology, discussed how the spiritual and the sensual aspects of relating tend to part
company. This is reflected in human behaviour and reflects a social mindset. It is generally thought preferable
to keep the thinking about our spirituality apart from and not sullied by the sensual, the experiential.
To be inspired is to allow the breath, the idea, the meaning to penetrate into one’s body. It is to take things
into oneself, to question oneself and enable oneself, as substance, to be embodied. This is what it means to be
inspired. Leadership has nothing to do with attending conferences or courses on leadership, unless one gets
inspired. Leadership is not about what one knows or how much one knows; it is what one embodies and
thereby expresses in oneself. Inspiration moves one to action. The spirit is driven to express itself.
I am not trying to invoke the deity in speaking of spirit. To illustrate my meaning, most of the dictionary
4
definitions of ‘inspired’ point to the idea of being ‘imbued with’ and then motivated to act. It is a complex
word to define; therefore most definitions are in terms of action examples:
•

To affect, guide, or arouse by divine influence

•

To fill with enlivening or exalting emotion: hymns that inspire the congregation; an artist who was
inspired by Impressionism

1

Theodore Zeldin, author of An Intimate History of Humanity (1994) is a well-known historian and advocate of
conversational processes. These ideas come from a lecture of his that I attended at Sydney University, August
1998.
2

Robben Island is the island a few kilometres from Cape Town where Mandela and other activists were
incarcerated for nearly 25 years.

3

Capra (2002, p. 43) says “The experiential state is always ‘embodied’, that is, embedded in a particular field of
sensation”. He explains that the state of being embodied is when one’s experience is coloured by a dominant
sensation.

4

This dictionary reference is found on the web at http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=inspired
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•

To stimulate to action, motivate: a sales force that was inspired by the prospect of a bonus

•

To affect or touch: The falling leaves inspired her with sadness

•

To draw forth, elicit or arouse: a teacher who inspired admiration and respect

•

To be the cause or source of, bring about: an invention that inspired many imitations

•

To draw in (air) by inhaling (archaic)

•

To breathe on, to breathe life into (archaic).

Inspiration or inspired action reflects a personal and creative relationship with the world. It appears to come
from an individual who is acting from an inner directedness. This grasp of the world reflects an imaginative
action that is directed by a kind of dreaming. I would like now to explore and demystify this somewhat
imaginative term in order to understand how it may relate to leadership.

DREAMING AND ITS DISCOUNTING
Peculiarly, dreams are both discounted and valued by society, almost concurrently. ‘Interesting, but it’s just a
dream’ is a frequently heard response to both those perplexing night-time events and ironically, to any ideas
that seem a bit far-fetched. These ideas are then put aside, and other than a momentary discomfort faintly
noticed, life continues as before. At the same time, night-time dreams are generally considered to contain
wisdom, albeit just out of reach. To speak about people’s dreams (night-time or vague ideas) is always tainted
with uncertainty, with doubt and even a little fear. It is as though people believe in their wisdom but their
revelation is inaccessible, and exploring the dreams could be seen as trespassing across an invisible boundary.
Ideas that do not fit into the ‘easy to understand’ mould, are often discounted as useless or just ‘dreamy’. The
world of the dream is therefore just beyond the conscious grasp. It has a just-out-of-reach, unattainable
nature.
The ‘big dream’ in South Africa was little spoken of until it was within arm’s reach. It was somehow too far
removed, perhaps too difficult for people to imagine its eventual appearance. The dream was therefore
1
marginalised; coping, frustration and complaining were mainstream.
But I want to expand and broaden the notion of the dreaming. I will begin with the premise that the world is
continually in creation, it is never complete but is forever evolving and taking shape. The world is dreaming
2
itself into being. Like a great and overwhelmingly enormous world consciousness, creation is in creation; even
now, even at the next moment. Through each person’s small, limited consciousnesses, they participate in, help
3
to create and are affected by the unfolding dreaming that moves creation along. The unfolding dream can be
seen to have its own self-perpetuating power.
World-famous process-oriented psychology practitioner Arnold Mindell has followed and developed Jung’s
ideas about the unconscious and the active imagination. Whereas depth psychology has a strict division
between the conscious and the unconscious realms, Mindell (2000) sees these two realms as fluidly
interconnecting, each feeding into the other. Normal day-to-day reality is the consensual reality. This is a
known region of experience. It is a mutually understood and defined reality with clear edges and boundaries.
Most daily operating is carefully maintained and lived within these known boundaries. People wear various
hats to suit the different roles and situations in which they find themselves. In this arena, diversity and
difference of opinions separate people from one another. However, just outside or over these edges, is the
dreaming or the sentient reality. It can be imagined as pictures of states that are trying to happen. It includes
the place from which night-time dreams come. It is a vast arena of possible consciousness. Referred to as ‘lucid
1

Mainstream is a way of describing well-understood or generalised ideas or behaviours. This is an opposite of
marginal.
2

This conceptualisation of the dreaming is resonant with Australian Aboriginal and American Indian spirituality
and appears to be increasingly gaining more general western credibility.

3

This is my understanding of creation.
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dreaming’, it is unexpectedly accessible to the awake consciousness.

Between the known and the dreaming
The ongoing business of doing and being is the continual process of the sentient level or the dreaming,
expressing itself in the consensual reality. This is like the surface level of human reality. The edge can be
considered as an invisible boundary between ‘consensual reality’ and the dreaming. It defines the self, with
the limits of self-concepts and capacities. Like a filter to perception, it protects and maintains habitual
experience. It maintains consistency of identity. When one comes to an edge, one loses one’s clear
perceptions and one may get confused. Something else is there, but one cannot get a full awareness of it
(Mindell, 1992). The skill of using the dreaming or the sentient reality is the capacity to appreciate what is
happening below the surface, outside of the obvious events that are occurring. This vast realm also includes
the magical, the connections between all things, the irrational experiences that one would usually ignore, the
unconscious dream-like movements, the accidents and slips of the tongue. How does one access this dream
state and yet still be awake and conscious?
Just as the night-time dream is a report of a deep process that is occurring, body sensations or momentary
thoughts that seem to be unexplained and unpredictable are part of the dreaming process (Mindell 1993, p.
21). The theoretical basis for the ideas of process-oriented psychology, also called dreambody work, is that by
being attentive to the experience, and in particular, the body sensations within experience, and allowing
experience to direct the action of living, people recover their wholeness and become ‘the agent of personal
growth’ (Goodbread, 1987, p. 13). It sounds quite straightforward. However, whilst people have experience,
consciousness is not tuned into the more subtle body sensations, momentary doubts or fleeting thoughts that
are aspects of experience. These are not quite in the conscious world of experience; rather, they exist on the
1
edges of what is generally known and consensually agreed.
In a breakthrough book on leadership by Senge, Jaworski, Scharmer and Flowers, called Presence, the authors
go to great lengths to show how habitual thoughts tend to shape people’s basic experiences, beliefs and sense
of self (Senge et al., 2004). They argue that it requires the very active and conscious processes of shifting and
stopping the usual or everyday awareness in order for the consciousness to penetrate into our deeper
experience. Their idea of deeper experience is what I refer to as the dreaming. Inevitably, people avoid the
discomfort that results from this realm of experience by careful analysis and organisation. As Margaret
Wheatley, accomplished organisational author describes: “We take the complexity of human life and organise
it away. It is not part of the story we want to believe” (Wheatley, 1998, p. 343). She too is referring to the
relative ease of maintaining the self in the realm of habitual experience, without deeper personal reflection
and without inviting the dreaming into personal experience. However, I wish to consider how the dreaming or
deeper experience manifests itself in order to appreciate how it can be accessible.

CONSIDERING THE DREAMING
The dreaming becomes all that which exists below or just before or outside of our state of clear-minded
consciousness (Mindell 1998). There are hints of its presence from:
•

The quality of consciousness remembered from sleep

•

That which makes its presence felt by a momentary glance, a thought, a doubt

•

That which people have an intuition about, but not a fully formed conceptualisation

•

A sensing, an unformed idea

•

An uncomfortable feeling without knowing the reason why

•

Something outside of conscious perception realms

1

I use the word ‘world’ in relation to the idea that different levels of reality are like many parallel worlds. The
majority of time, we operate in a unitary world of consensual reality that serves the business of doing and
coexisting. But there are other worlds of undercurrents, emotions and then more spiritual beings that require
a conscious effort to access.
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•

Ideas preceded by uncertain words like ‘just’ or ‘only’ as people shy away from them

•

Those moments when people step outside the busy-ness and the ‘doing’ and step into a receptive
mode.

These hints fleetingly emerge and then the world seems to move on. Their presence assumes a world that is
emerging, continuously in creation. Being in touch with this level of consciousness places one in a position to
respond to what is arising. Brian Arthur, a writer and noted economist of the Santa Fe Institute, says in an
interview with Scharmer, colleague of Senge: “Every profound innovation is based on an inward-bound
1
journey, on going to a deeper place where knowing comes to the surface” . Many current corporate thinkers,
such as Block (1998) and Heifetz (2002), debate similar ideas.
Greenleaf speaks of the future as something that is being created at every moment. It is not something that is
simply ‘out there’ but can be brought into the present through the capacity to be conscious of what is
unfolding in the moment (Greenleaf, 1998, p. 19). He says that each person has this capacity but it takes a
particular stance of intention and the courage to enable it.
Jaworski, another author on leadership and colleague of Senge, expresses the creative impulse beautifully by
saying, “We participate in creating the future, not by trying to impose our will on it, but by deepening our
collective understanding of what wants to emerge in the world, and then having the courage to do what is
required” Jaworski (1998, p. 266). I believe that he is referring to the courage to consider and name what is
subtly or faintly noticed; things that are outside the mainstream; that which seems to go against the tide of
opinion. The very act of naming brings the unspeakable into a form that can now be addressed. I would like to
give an example of collective understanding or active dream work from a recent experience that I had with an
organisation.

Case example of work with dreaming
A group of social facilitators had been working together for many months but the members had recently
become increasingly aware of some discomfort within the group. This was said to be affecting their capacity to
move forward on the various projects and commitments they had to complete. I was invited to work with
them. I was told that something was holding the group back but no one could isolate an actual problem, yet
the group was unproductive and this had led to great dissatisfaction and some anger. A few hours was set
aside to work for a facilitated group process.
The group sat around a large board table. After initial introductions, I explained and created the conditions for
a dialogue or group process where the invitation was made to simply mention feelings and thoughts that
emerged. These were feelings that were in response to what others said or even random thoughts and feelings
that arose. Debate, discussion or argument was discouraged. The intention was not to be right or wrong about
the issues, but to identify the issues.
Ideas and feelings were aired and not analysed. People spoke about their own feelings without having to
justify their feelings. Frequently, uncomfortable feelings about their colleagues arose. When judgements did
arise, these were noticed by naming them as judgements. They could then be put aside. Hours were spent
noticing and naming the many feelings. This dialogue became a dreaming space; without justification or
explanations, feelings could be told and be heard.
Towards the end of the time together, the feeling present in the group was described as sobering. A space was
created in the group that was somehow clearer. People said that in the conscious noticing of each individual,
something quite different had been given the opportunity to emerge. From that sentient place, a new

1

Brian Arthur is an innovative thinker who has had a profound influence on the thinking and development of
ideas of Senge, who frequently references Arthur’s ideas. Scharmer is a thinker and writer whose interests and
influences on his thinking on organisational change are extremely similar to my own, including Francisco Varela
and Goethe through Bortoft (1996). It may appear that I have taken many ideas from him and yet, this is a case
of synchronicity and serendipity. Scharmer’s Arthur was one of Scharmer’s first interviewees in his project
interviewing leaders on their ideas on leadership and change. These make fascinating reading and are available
on www.dialogonleadership.org.
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dreaming together into the future began. It appeared to be considerate and conscious of what was needed by
each of the participants as well as by the group. Suggestions for the future were shared. The process was
delicate, respectful and cohesive. After our session, the participants engaged in business planning; they later
reported an ease of operation due to a different awareness. The shared dreaming appeared to have helped
ease tensions and make ready a path ahead or a readiness to move forward together. It is almost impossible to
name the exact ingredients of what had changed or taken place.

CREATION
Every statement made, every thought that is thought, every action taken, is a reflection of an underlying
process or the dreaming. This creative process is continuously taking place, seemingly in spite of people’s
potential blocking. Scientist John Wheeler, currently Professor Emeritus of Princeton University in New Jersey,
says that the universe is constantly in a process of looking at itself, constantly in a process of creating itself but
never able to fully know itself (cited in Barrow et al., 2004). This reminds me of the ancient Sufi hadith (words
of God) that says: I was a hidden treasure and I longed to be known, so I created the world that I may be
1
known.
These ideas, almost identical, from a western scientist and from a mystic, point to the process of creation as a
kind of continuous longing or loving. They speak of the hidden and then the revealed and the journey between
2
the two as a process of longing. The inner world has a longing to be known. The inner world speaks in a
different language – often a whisper, an allusion, a hint, a signal, a dream. It is often accompanied by a slight
discomfort. Perhaps that discomfort acts as a wake-up call; perhaps that is a way of alerting people to its
presence. Mostly, these vague sensations and thoughts are ignored and thus the accustomed states of
consciousness and ways of operating and understanding continue. The cost is that the habitual modes of
functioning in the world are maintained and change is resisted, for it is not understood.

DREAMING AND CREATION
If thoughts are like the tip of the iceberg, where the iceberg itself is the dreaming, then these thoughts can be
3
considered as pointers or indicators of what is trying to express itself or come through into consciousness. Bly
(1988, p. 48) argues that perceptions are reflectors of their origin. Holding the theory that the universe is in a
constant state of creating itself, that which is noticed is simply a reflection of what is trying to come into
expression through a deeper consciousness. My hypothesis is that until people notice and invite their
conscious thoughts to emerge as indicators, they keep themselves in the world of the habitual or the
sameness, with fixed beliefs and strong ideas about matters. This is the consensual reality, the place of
diversity. People can assert all the principles and well-versed ideas about leadership but remain blind to what
is lurking below, to what the deeper experience may actually be saying. These may include the contradictions,
the doubts, the fears, and other internal blocks that we sustain and that prevent us from embracing our more
creative capacities.
Ken Wilber (cited in Moss 1998, p. 2) insists that “until the full spectrum of knowing is acknowledged, the full
spectrum of being – the comprehensive world view - will likewise remain hidden”. Inspirational leadership is
about finding the means of people expressing the fullness of their humanity through drawing on all aspects of
the knowing and dreaming realms.

CONCLUSIONS
1

These words come through the mystic Ibnul Arabi, author of the Fusus al Hikam, which is an esoteric
commentary on the Koran. I have known them for over thirty years and cannot remember where I first saw
them. They are profound words that require great contemplation to appreciate their nuances and depth.

2

Whilst one may assert an inner world and an outer world, this is more a symbolic reference to two points
along a spectrum of consciousness.

3

These ideas come from notes taken at a workshop with Mindell, Byron Bay, 1998. This idea is frequently
discussed by modern physicists who are in the forefront of acknowledging the possibilities of awareness to
operate in a far larger field than usually realised.
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In its original state, the soul was feathered all over. So now it is all in a state of ferment and
throbbing; in fact the soul of a man who is beginning to grow feathers has the same sensations of
pricking and irritation and itching as children feel in their gums when they are just beginning to
cut their teeth.
Plato, from Phaedrus (cited in Moss 1998, p. 1)
I began this article speaking about a big leader and a big dream; I end on a somewhat humbler note. By
bringing the understanding of leadership out of the general and into the particular of each person’s
experience, people can come face to face with themselves. It takes courage to pay attention, to allow oneself
to dream into the unfamiliar, to feel the doubts and the fears and to respect their presence too. I believe that
significant change requires imagination, perseverance, dialogue, deep caring and a willingness to change on
the part of millions of people. That is what happened in South Africa.
I believe that another such revolution is currently transpiring worldwide, as growing numbers of people are
increasingly willing to open themselves to their creative potential and grapple with the discomfort that it
carries. How people are inspired into action is a reflection of their leadership dreaming.
My wish is that with time and further research and reflection, the combination of leadership and dreaming will
become a partnership. Together they foster understanding and a deepening awareness of the potential of a
person and what they could best be doing. Leadership, without the dreaming, stagnates in the past. The
partnership of leadership and dreaming can provide a way of stepping consciously into the present and
improving the future.
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Leadership SQ – The Vedic way: Enhancing the spiritual
quotient of future managers
Tarun Pasricha

Goa Institute of Management, India
A high Spiritual Quotient (SQ) is increasingly being regarded as an essential pre-requisite for
effective leadership. However, little research is available on the methodology one should employ
to develop and increase the spiritual quotient of future leaders. This article concerns itself
precisely with this question and describes a course that was designed in a business school to
impart a spiritual dimension to future leaders in the corporate sector. The course relied primarily
on ancient Indian scripture – Vedanta or the essence of the Vedas – along with comparative
studies of Western ‘new age’ spiritual thought to enhance the SQ of young MBA students. The
article describes the course structure, pedagogy and evaluation scheme employed and the
feedback from the students who participated.
Keywords: Spiritual quotient, SQ, Leadership, Management, Course design, Business school
curriculum, Vedanta, Vedas, Upanishads

INTRODUCTION
During my three decades as a practitioner in the field of sales, marketing and business development, I had
always wondered at how otherwise smart and charismatic business leaders seemed to be singularly lacking in
the emotional and spiritual departments. Nothing exemplified this more than the Wall Street collapse a few
years ago where the sheer greed of a few wreaked havoc on millions of ordinary citizens.
I had also been interested in traditional Indian philosophy, particularly the spiritual treasure which is the body
of wisdom called the Vedas, and it struck me that many aspects of this knowledge could be utilised to enhance
the ‘spiritual quotient’ or ‘SQ’ of leaders in the making – namely, students in a business school (B-school).
From this arose the idea of an experimental course entitled “Leadership SQ – The Vedic Way” which I first
floated as an elective in January 2012 and will be offering for a third time in January 2014.

LITERATURE REVIEW
This article is more in the nature of a description of an innovative course design rather than a traditional
research paper, so in this section I will merely point out a few references which were instrumental in:
•

identifying behaviour/traits which would be natural outcomes of an enhanced spiritual quotient and
would contribute to effective leadership

•

validating the assumption that exposure to the concepts embodied in Indian traditional thought
would enhance spiritual quotient.

My primary source of inspiration was a 2005 article, “Spiritually intelligent leadership”, by Danah Zohar,
physicist, philosopher and management thought leader. The following excerpts from this article are relevant:
Great leadership depends primarily on vision – not just any type of vision, but one that people
can appreciate intellectually, emotionally, and spiritually. One reason that visionary leadership is
in short supply today is the value our society places on one particular kind of capital – material
capital. Too often the worth or value of an enterprise is judged by how much money it earns at
the end of the day, or how much worldly power it gives us over others. This obsession with
material gain has led to short-term thinking and the narrow pursuit of self-interest. It is true that
any kind of enterprise we want to engage in requires some kind of financial wealth if it is to
Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to Tarun Pasricha, Goa Institute of Management,
Sankhali, Goa 403505, India. email: prof.tarunp@gmail.com
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succeed in the short term. But for leadership to inspire long-term, sustainable enterprises, it
needs to pursue two other forms of capital as well: social and spiritual.
Leaders build all three forms of capital – material, social, and spiritual – by using their own
intelligence. Intelligence itself is of three types: of the mind (IQ or Intelligence Quotient), of the
heart (EQ or Emotional Quotient) and of the spirit (SQ or Spiritual Quotient).
IQ refers to rational, logical, rule-bound, problem-solving, goal-oriented intelligence. EQ is
manifested in trust, empathy and in the ability to respond appropriately to the emotions of
others. SQ, our spiritual intelligence quotient, underpins IQ and EQ. Spiritual intelligence is an
ability to access higher meanings, values, abiding purposes, and unconscious aspects of the self
and to embed these meanings, values, and purposes in living a richer and more creative life.
Signs of high SQ include an ability to think out of the box, humility, and an access to energies that
come from something beyond the ego, beyond just me and my day-to-day concerns. SQ is the
ultimate intelligence of the visionary leader. It was the intelligence that guided men and women
like Churchill, Gandhi, Nelson Mandela, Martin Luther King Jr., and Mother Teresa. The secret of
their leadership was their ability to inspire people, to give them a sense of something worth
struggling for.
Danah Zohar then offers a framework for fostering spiritually intelligent leadership by nurturing the following
traits:
•

Self-awareness: knowing what I believe in and value, and what deeply motivates me

•

Spontaneity: living in and being responsive to the moment

•

Being vision- and value-led: acting from principles and deep beliefs, and living accordingly

•

Holism: seeing larger patterns, relationships, and connections; having a sense of belonging

•

Compassion: having the quality of “feeling-with” and deep empathy

•

Celebration of diversity: valuing other people for their differences, not despite them

•

Field independence: standing against the crowd and having one’s convictions

•

Humility: having the sense of being a player in a larger drama, of one’s true place in the world

•

Urge to ask fundamental ‘Why?’ questions: need to understand things in depth, not just superficially

•

Ability to reframe: to stand back from a situation or problem and see the bigger picture

•

Positive use of adversity: Learning and growing from mistakes, setbacks, and suffering

•

Sense of vocation: feeling called upon to serve, to give something back.

Thus there are positive behavioural outcomes for leaders who choose to enhance their spiritual quotient.
Obviously, the next question is: how to enhance this spiritual quotient? This course is based on the premise
that ancient Indian wisdom as embodied in the Vedas can contribute directly to the nurturing of many of the
above traits, resulting in leadership with a high SQ. It is the intention of the course to expose students to
carefully selected learning from Vedanta - the essence of the Vedas – which have been a source of knowledge
and spiritual transformation for millions across the world, since time immemorial.
While it is not the purpose of this article to describe the vast body of literature which encompasses traditional
Indian philosophy, since this information is readily available in the public domain, a brief description is in
order. Indian thought owes its foundation to the four great spiritual treatises – the Vedas – which Indians
believe were ‘revealed’ to mankind and are not considered to be the authorship of mere mortals. The four
Vedas are: Rig Veda, Yajur Veda, Sama Veda and Atharva Veda. Each of these Vedas is further subdivided into
four sections, three of which cover ‘ritualistic’ aspects, and a fourth, ‘spiritual’ portion. This last portion is
referred to as Vedanta (literally the ‘end of the Vedas’) and comprises philosophical treatises called
Upanishads. The well-known Upanishads are 108 in number, of which ten are considered ‘principal’ or
‘prominent’. In addition, great Indian sages and philosophers have written commentaries on the various
Upanishads and these commentaries are a source of learning in their own right.
On how the study of the Vedas, particularly the Upanishads, can contribute to enhancing one’s spiritual
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quotient, a few (edited) excerpts from the e-book, Lessons on the Upanishads, by Swami Krishnananda are
relevant:
What do the Upanishads tell us? They tell us the mode, the modus operandi of directly contacting
the Spirit of the universe through the Spirit that is inside us – not by word of mouth, not by
speaking any word, not by performance of any ritual. There is no need of any temple, church or
scripture; we want nothing except our own Self. When we reach the Spirit of the universe,
nothing will come with us. We will go there alone. We are the most important thing in this world,
and not what we possess. The possessions will leave us, but we will carry ourselves. The
Upanishads are the doctrine of the lifting of your own self to the Self of the universe, the Spirit
which you are. It is not merely the Spirit inside you – you yourself are the Spirit.
The Upanishads are not prayers offered to some god which we can just chant every day as a
routine of practice. They do not tell us how to perform rituals or gestures of worship as we do in
temples or altars of adoration. They tell us something quite different from all these things. What
is this differentia which marks the Upanishads? They deal with our Self.
The Upanishads are not telling us about any God. They are speaking about God, but not about
the God that we usually think in our mind according to our upbringing, culture, language or
tradition. They refer to God alone and nothing else, whereas the other religious forms of the
concept of God have other things in addition to and simultaneous with God's existence, such as:
something must be done, something must not be done. These 'dos' and 'don'ts' fill the texture of
every religion in the world. Something has to be done and something should not be done. The
question of this dichotomy does not arise in the Upanishads.
The concept of God, or the Ultimate Reality, often referred to as the Parabrahma or Paramatma that one
encounters in the Upanishads is markedly different from the transcendent conception of God. The traditional
concept of God is some supreme power who is far from us – up in the heavens, for instance (the concept of
distance and space). Also, there is the belief that one will attain God after some lapse of time (‘one day’),
perhaps only after some considerable effort is expended (the concept of time and causality). The distinguishing
feature of Indian spiritual thought is the belief that the Ultimate Reality is beyond the human concepts of
space, time and causality and is both transcendent and immanent.
The essence of the Upanishads is found in one of their Great Statements: Tat Tvam Asi: “That Thou Art”.
Essentially the individual self and the universal Self are one; you are one with everyone else, and even inert
nature and consciousness are part of the one, indivisible reality – Ekam Eva Advitiya, literally “The Only One,
Without a Second.” This realisation, when accepted not superficially, but by the core of one’s being, has the
power to transform one’s behaviour and interaction with the external world. It is a deep understanding which
enhances one’s spiritual quotient and provides moksha or liberation from our everyday mundane existence.

METHODOLOGY
The challenges in designing a course to enhance leadership SQ in a B-school are many:
•

There is a common belief that interest in matters spiritual is inversely correlated to one’s age – hence
getting young MBA students to opt for such a course is likely to be difficult

•

The subject matter itself, ‘spirituality’, might be considered inappropriate for a business school

•

Designing the pedagogy and course material to teach ‘spirituality’ in a classroom setting poses
difficult challenges

•

A degree of academic rigour is required from every course in a B-school, which might be difficult to
incorporate in a course of such a nature.

Choosing the study material
The first step in designing a course of this nature is choosing the specific material from the Vedas which will be
studied. After much deliberation, two treatises were chosen:
•

Tattvabodha – a famous summary on Vedantic teachings by Shankaracharya.

•

Ishavasya Upanishad – one of the ten principal Upanishads.
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Shankaracharya is the most famous persona in the lineage of great Indian sages and commentators. He was
born in Kerala, India in 798 A.D., and as a precocious child, he mastered the four Vedas by the time he was
eight years old. He wrote commentaries on virtually all the important Vedantic texts and his interpretations of
the original material carry great weight among scholars. He died at the young age of 32 but by then he had
established the four great learning and spiritual centres in India and his legacy lives on to this day.
In the ancient scholarly tradition of India, the three basic texts a student of Vedanta studies from a Guru are:
•

The Upanishads – the Shruti or revealed knowledge

•

The Brahma Sutra – the Yukti or logical texts

•

The Bhagavad Gita – the Smriti or remembered tradition.

Together they are known as Prasthan Trayi or literally ‘the three points of departure’. If the new initiates were
to start a study of these three texts directly, they would find it very tough to comprehend them and that is why
the fresh students are first exposed to the ‘vocabulary’ of the texts through Prakarna Granth, literally
‘introductory texts’.
Tattvabodha, attributed to Shankaracharya, is one of the most famous introductory texts to Vedanta and is an
essential pre-requisite to the study of the Upanishads. Tattvabodha literally means ‘knowledge of the self’.
While the primary role of the Tattvabodha is to expose the initiates to the various concepts and technical
terms embodied in the various Upanishads, its value does not end there. Shankaracharya’s brilliant
commentary on the concepts results in the text becoming more a summary of the principal Upanishads rather
than a mere introductory text, according it scriptural status in its own right. An overview of the concepts
covered by the Tattvabodha is detailed in Appendix 1.
The Ishavasya Upanishad is one of the ten principal Upanishads. This Upanishad constitutes the final chapter
of the Yajur Veda and is one of the shortest texts in Vedanta, consisting of a mere 18 verses. Indian tradition
also specifies the order in which the ten principal Upanishads should be studied, and the Ishavasya Upanishad
is the first in this sequence.
Its name derives from Isha (‘by the Lord’) and its significance lies in its non-dual perspective of the universe
and its unparalleled description of the nature of the Supreme Being. Some scholars have also advanced the
proposition that the 18 shlokas or ‘verses’ of the Ishavasya Upanishad are the source material for the 18
chapters of the Bhagavad Gita – the most well-known of Indian spiritual texts. Mahatma Gandhi thought so
highly of this text that he remarked, "If all the Upanishads and all the other scriptures happened all of a
sudden to be reduced to ashes, and if only the first verse in the Ishavasya Upanishad were left in the memory
of the Hindus, Hinduism would live for ever".
The course also incorporated comparative study of Indian spiritual thought with Western ‘new age’ spirituality.
The purpose was to find similarities and contradictions but ultimately to realise that most spiritual concepts
were universal in nature. The two texts chosen for comparison with Vedanta were Conversations with God
(Book 1) by Neale Donald Walsch and The Power of Now by Eckhart Tolle. The latter texts were chosen not
only for their ‘bestseller’ status but because both the authors had spent some time in the East and their
writings incorporated many learnings from Indian spiritual tradition.
The International Institute of Management (IIM), based in Las Vegas, USA, has as its Mission to “Leverage
global knowledge networks to provide government and business leaders with the latest and most advanced
management thinking”. IIM's Management Society recognises and honours the ‘World's Most Respected
Spiritual Books’. Their researchers' criteria for accepting nominations include the importance of the work,
media coverage, recognition within the consulting, academia and international management communities.
Conversations with God (Book 1) by Neale Donald Walsch features prominently in this list. Also, Amazon.com
lists 1,718 customer reviews for this book (with an average rating of 3.8 out of 5 stars) and the majority of the
reviewers have written about the transformational effect this book has had on them, spiritually.
Similarly, The Power of Now by Eckhart Tolle has 1,825 reviews on the Amazon site with an average rating of
4.3 out of 5 stars. Amazon’s own review states: “Much more than simple principles and platitudes, the book
takes readers on an inspiring spiritual journey to find their true and deepest self and reach the ultimate in
personal growth and spirituality: the discovery of truth and light.” And: “the Power of Now reads like the
highly acclaimed A Course in Miracles – a spiritual guidebook that has the potential to inspire just as many
study groups and change just as many lives for the better”.
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Pedagogy
Indian tradition requires that spiritual texts such as the Upanishads should be ‘heard’ rather than ‘read’. Sitting
down near (one’s Guru to listen to the teaching) is in fact a literal translation of the word Upanishad.
Accordingly the course was designed in a manner where approximately half of each 90-minute classroom
session required the students to listen to/watch an audio/video discourse on the Tattvabodha and Ishavasya
Upanishad delivered by one of the foremost contemporary Vedanta teachers in the country – Swami
Anubhavananda. The discourses had a degree of academic rigour in that they were a verse-by-verse
translation and commentary of the original Sanskrit text and students were required to pay attention to the
flow of the talk by referring to the specially prepared course material provided to them.
The course material provided to the students had the original Sanskrit text with the meanings of each word
and a literal translation provided in English. The audio/video recording provided the interpretation of the
literal translation which would otherwise have been difficult to assimilate.
The role of the faculty was to summarise the discourses, provide greater clarity on the issues raised, introduce
additional Vedantic concepts where deemed necessary to enhance learning, and invite class discussion on the
subject material. A sample of the course material is given in Appendix 2.

Course structure and evaluation scheme
The course structure consists of classroom sessions devoted to Tattvabodha, Ishavasya Upanishad and
comparative studies of spiritual thought.
Each of the sessions on Tattvabodha and Ishavasya Upanishad requires students to submit a one-page
summary of the learning from the session and pick at least one principle which they intended to apply in either
their personal life or career.
Group presentations are incorporated in the course to encourage comparative study between the Eastern and
Western texts described earlier.
At the end of the course there is an end-of-term written exam which requires students to pick some of the 12
spiritual traits from Danah Zohar’s framework (referred to earlier) and give examples of how those traits would
foster successful corporate leadership. Examples could be based on actual past experience, or future scenarios
could be visualised where those traits would be useful.
An outline of the course is attached in Appendix 3.
The evaluation schema adopted is designed to test whether students have:
•

internalised the teachings and are both able and willing to apply it in their personal life – the tool for
this is the individual submission referred to earlier

•

recognised the universality of the teaching which is not limited to any particular region or ethnicity –
this emerges from the comparative presentations of the Eastern and Western texts

•

realised how the enhancement of one’s SQ can result in more effective business leadership – as
evidenced from the end-of-term exam where they are required to envision corporate scenarios where
spiritual principles can be usefully applied.

From the performance of students in each of the above evaluation components, an assessment of their
progress clearly emerges. The higher the quality of the submissions, the higher the achievement in the course
and at the end of the course, the scores tend to fall into a normalised relative grading system, with data points
across the spectrum from A+ to C-.

RESULTS
While no specific research has as yet been undertaken to gauge the increase in SQ of students who have
attended the course during its last two iterations, the quality of their final exam submissions indicates a desire
to apply spiritual principles as future business leaders. Also available are standard course feedbacks for the last
two years which are summarised in Table 1 below.
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Table 1: Student feedback
No. of students
Relevance of reading material used in the course:
5:Highly relevant, 3:Relevant, 1:Not relevant
Quality of reading material?
5:Very good, 3: Reasonable, 1:Very poor
Pedagogy used was:
5:Very effective, 3:Effective, 1:Not effective
Pedagogy used was:
5:Very appropriate, 3:Appropriate, 1:Not appropriate
Components of evaluation appropriate as a test of
learning in this course?
5:Most appropriate, 3: Appropriate, 1:Not appropriate
Communication?
5:Excellent, 4:Good, 3:Alright, 2:Poor, 1:Very poor
Ability to enthuse participants:
5:High, 3:Moderate, 1:Low
Response to questions, doubts raised by participants:
5:Excellent, 4:Good, 3:Alright, 2:Poor, 1:Very poor
Timeliness and quality of feedback:
5:Excellent, 4:Good, 3:Alright, 2:Poor, 1:Very poor
Preparedness?
5:Excellent, 4:Good, 3:Alright, 2:Poor, 1:Very poor
Overall effectiveness?
5:Excellent, 4:Good, 3:Alright , 2:Poor, 1:Very poor
Extent of learning in this course:
5:Excellent, 4:Very high, 3:High, 2:Moderate, 1:Low
How would you rate this course on a scale of 1 to 5?
1:Lowest, 5: Highest

2012
77

2013
62

4.40

4.62

4.34

4.56

4.15

4.26

4.20

4.19

4.36

4.59

4.43

4.58

4.21

4.19

4.30

4.50

4.43

4.44

4.40

4.52

4.38

4.42

4.28

4.11

4.38

4.33

Particularly heartening is the feedback on the relevance of the course material and the appropriateness of the
pedagogy employed.

CONCLUSION
A question worth asking is whether the Purpose, Method and Evaluation criteria adopted by the course make
it appropriate for inclusion in the curriculum of a business school?
There is an increasing body of evidence which supports the inculcation of spiritual values at business schools.
For example, it has been argued (Gherman & Marquina, 2012):
We propose therefore the study of a course entitled Spiritual Leadership, as a practical and
innovative way for a Catholic University to engage the Catholic heritage and the disciplines of
business and liberal education. There is a necessity to create future Spiritual Leaders that can
lead their organizations and followers based on the principles of human dignity, subsidiarity,
solidarity, etc., and above all, who are able to integrate the employee’s personal spiritual needs
and values into the everyday work environment through thoughts and actions that reflect and
nourish those needs and values. The Spiritual Leader is the one that addresses not only the
physical and mental needs of his workers, but also the spiritual ones. We argue and support the
idea according to which spirituality can lead towards the creation of better organizations,
benefiting the entire society. We believe in the existence of a better world, but we think that this
will happen not only by being a servant leader, but when we will really understand and live based
on our values.
So, a course on Spiritual Leadership is appropriate for a business school to the extent that its purpose is to
enhance the spiritual quotient of future corporate leaders. How an enhanced SQ contributes to effective
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business leadership has already been expounded earlier (Zohar, 2005). Also, the course fits in well with other
courses offered in a typical B-school, such as those on Corporate Ethics and Corporate Social Responsibility.
Turning next to the question of Method, the attempt has been to rely on both Eastern and Western spiritual
texts so that the universality of the wisdom is brought home to the students. Depending on the geographical
and cultural context, the choice of the primary texts used can be changed and customised. For example, in
India, reliance on Eastern texts is more appropriate.
Finally, on the issue of Evaluation criteria, the mix of individual exercises, group presentations and an end-ofterm exam meets the requirements of academic rigour specified by business schools. Also the evaluation
components focussed on the envisioning of business scenarios where leadership with a high SQ would be
effective, and this certainly met the test of appropriateness for a B-school.
It would seem that the course objectives have been largely met, as reflected not only in the formal student
feedback but also in the quality of the daily submissions, comparative presentations and final exam papers,
which constituted the various assessment components. There is therefore hope that this course will be a small
first step in enhancing the spiritual growth of future business leaders.
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APPENDIX 1: SHANKARACHARYA’S TATTVABODHA – STRUCTURE
INVOCATION
1. THE FOUR-FOLD QUALIFICATION
a. Discrimination
b. Dispassion
c. The six-fold wealth:
i. Control of the mind
ii. Control of the sense organs
iii. Strict observance of one’s duty
iv. Endurance of heat and cold, joy and sorrow, etc.
v. Faith in the words of the teacher and scriptures
vi. Single-pointedness of the mind
d. Intense desire for liberation
2. ENQUIRY INTO THE TRUTH
The firm conviction that “the Self is real, and all else is unreal.”
Definitions of the Self – both indirect (“that which is not”) and direct (“that which is”):
a. The three bodies:
i. The gross body
ii. The subtle body
iii. The causal body
b. The three states:
i. The waking state
ii. The dream state
iii. The deep sleep state
c. The five sheaths:
i. The food sheath
ii. The vital air sheath
iii. The mental sheath
iv. The intellectual sheath
v. The bliss sheath
d. The nature of the Self:
i. Existence
ii. Consciousness
iii. Bliss
3. CREATION OF THE UNIVERSE
a. The twenty-four elements
b. Maya
c. The evolution of the sattva aspect:
i. The organs of perception
ii. The inner controller
d. The evolution of the rajas aspect
e. The evolution of the tamas aspect
4. THE INDIVIDUAL SELF AND THE SUPREME SELF
An enquiry into the Great Statement: “That thou art”
5. MAN OF REALIZATION
A description of an enlightened soul
6. THE LAW OF ACTION
a. Agami karma
b. Sanchit karma
c. Prarbadh karma
d. Freedom from karma
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APPENDIX 2: SAMPLE OF COURSE MATERIAL
Ishavasya Upanishad

APPENDIX 3: COURSE OUTLINE
LEADERSHIP SQ – THE VEDIC WAY
Instructor: Prof. Tarun Pasricha
Objective:
Great leadership depends primarily on vision – not just any type of vision, but one that people can appreciate
intellectually, emotionally, and spiritually. This course is based on the premise that ancient Indian wisdom as
embodied in the Vedas can contribute directly to the nurturing of many of the above traits, resulting in
leadership with a high SQ. Specifically, the course will source its learning from Vedanta – the essence of the
Vedas – which have been a source of knowledge and spiritual transformation for millions across the world,
since time immemorial. Besides contributing to leadership SQ, it is hoped that the course would encourage
students to manage stress, enhance equanimity and lead to the realization that ultimately there is only one
reality. This should be beneficial to character development and a useful source of strength and equipoise as
they embark on their career in management.
Detailed syllabus:
The course will attempt to acquaint students with this ancient Indian philosophical tradition, based specifically
on Shankaracharya’s Tattvabodha and the Ishavasya Upanishad. It is expected that at the end of the course,
students will not only be familiar with these particular treatises, but would have also imbibed several
fundamental Vedantic concepts. Students would also be expected to put in considerable extra effort outside
the classroom in the study of other spiritual treatises/concepts as directed by the course faculty. In particular,
comparative presentations on selected western ‘new age’ spiritual literature will be an integral part of the
course.
Following the oral tradition of the Vedas, the majority of the sessions would involve listening to a scholarly
audio presentation (recorded) on the selected Vedantic treatise. The faculty will interrupt the recording
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periodically to provide clarifications of some of the more complex and unfamiliar issues, and encourage class
discussion on these topics.
Cases and exercises:
1.

Individual home assignment on Vedanta classes

2.

Exercise and presentations on Book 1

3.

Exercise and presentations on Book 2

Session Plan:
Topic

No. of Sessions

Shankaracharya’s Tattvabodha

6

Group presentations on Book 1

2

Ishavasya Upanishad

4

Group presentations on Book 2

2

Evaluation Scheme:
Class Participation

10

Individual Assignments

20

Quizzes (2)

20

Group Presentations

20

End-of-term Exam

30

Total

100
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Book Review

Changing on the job: Developing leaders for a complex
world. Author: Jennifer Garvey Berger, 2012, Stanford Business Books,

Stanford, CA.

Reviewed by Glenn Martin.

Helping leaders grow to meet the challenges of today’s business environment is a project that has been taken
up by many writers. Our world is complex and it presents many risks and threats, and it gives rise to behaviour
that is aggressive or defensive, self-interested, and frequently destructive. The question is whether it is
possible for people to develop beyond such behaviour. Berger’s book offers a practical answer by providing a
developmental framework for learning and an approach to guiding people towards more empowering forms of
thinking.
Berger’s driving force is that many leaders today are unable to handle complexity, ambiguity and change
because they operate out of self-limiting perspectives (world views) that are simplistic, rigid and self-centred.
She maintains that these ways of thinking are generally not visible, yet they have more impact on personal and
organisational dynamics than skills and knowledge. However, when greater performance is desired, or conflict
occurs, it is generally skills and knowledge that are the focus of conversation.
It is illuminating to have the distinction made between knowledge, skills and techniques on the one hand, and
on the other, underlying patterns of thinking. The business literature is replete with ‘solutions’ in the form of
quick tips and techniques, but Berger’s observation is that these may not address the real difficulties; it is
actually people’s underlying patterns of thinking that lead to the difficulties.
The book is based on the idea of stages of adult development. Berger draws on the stages approach developed
by Kegan (1982) and other writers (Wilber, 2001; Beck & Cowan, 1996). She depicts four stages of thinking:
self-sovereign, socialised, self-authored and self-transforming, although she acknowledges that for different
purposes, further stages can be interpolated. The book fleshes out descriptions of how people at the different
stages think, and addresses the question that now becomes the question of greatest interest: how do people
develop from one stage of thinking to the next?
Berger writes that the later stages of adult development are characterised by an ability to recognise multiple
conceptions of the world and to consider and integrate different perspectives without being threatened and
without being judgemental. The thinking patterns that Berger explores should be familiar to readers from their
experience in the workplace. She asks us to recognise each of the forms of thinking and to recognise their
strengths and their limitations.
The self-sovereign mindset is only able to consider the impact of situations on oneself; the socialised mindset
takes an institution as the reference point (e.g. the employer) and is unable to deal with conflicts that bring the
institution itself into question. Beyond this, the self-authored and self-transforming mindsets allow the person
to see multiple perspectives without losing their own, and to bring principles to bear on situations. The selftransforming mindset, in addition, continues to integrate and transform broader perspectives, and appreciates
the interconnectedness of things.
Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to Glenn Martin, 5 Gumnut Place, Cherrybrook
NSW. email: glennpmartin@optusnet.com.au
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The idea that people operate at different conceptual levels is helpful in developing leaders because it gets us
beyond the story level and allows us to examine how people make meaning out of their experience of the
world. At the story level, further examination may just yield more information and detail, without necessarily
helping us to find out the patterns of thinking that motivate people. We may be left with superficial, default
explanations, such as the trite conclusion that conflict is the result of differences in style or personality.
As an example, Berger looks at attitudes towards authority as exhibited by the four forms of mind. At the selfsovereign level, authority is found in rules and regulations. At the socialised level, people have internalised
principles, values and roles, and this is fine until there is a conflict with another person’s or organisation’s
values. The self-authored person has determined their own values and can therefore understand the nature of
conflicts between people and institutions. The self-transforming form of mind deals with authority more
fluidly, and is responsive to the needs of people and situations.
Berger does a fine job of depicting these differences in outlook and how they manifest in organisations,
through a number of vignettes. She describes some scenarios (that may be all too familiar to the reader) of
bitter, intractable and bewildering conflicts between people who at the outset seem intelligent and mutually
possessed of goodwill.
The key question is: how do people develop from one stage of thinking to the next? How do they change their
view of the world and their way of thinking? The great value of Berger’s book is that this is the central focus.
Having presented examples of situations where different modes of thinking lead to conflict, she walks the
reader through processes that can help to bring the differences in thinking to the surface, and thereby make
room for new approaches. And perhaps this is the most important work that needs to be done in workplaces.
Berger also recognises that the stages approach raises ethical issues. The approach carries the implication that
some stages are ‘better’ than others, since they allow for a greater capacity to manage a variety of situations.
There is important thinking around values that needs to be undertaken by anybody using the concept of
stages, and Berger offers the reader her thinking on the matter. Her view is along the lines that developmental
theory offers us a constructive framework for the judgements that we already make.
The book examines the developmental process at several levels – at the level of interpersonal interactions,
such as in coaching and consulting, then at the level of group interventions, then at the level of professional
development generally in organisations. The book is intended to be helpful to people who help others to
develop, but, of course, it is likewise invaluable for reflection on self-development.
The shift from simplistic and rigid levels of thinking to more agile and adaptable patterns of thinking is an
important project for our time. It is necessary, as Berger says, to enable leaders and workers to deal with the
complexities that they face. It is also important because it leads us in the direction of a spirituality that
empowers people to deal with each other more gently and decently, and to engender work and business with
qualities that will serve the world and society better.
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